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HOUSE DESTROYED —Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad members struggle to contain a fire Monday at the
home of Bruce Ottway on Highway 121 North. The fire, which was reported at 1128 p.m., started in the fireplace and
destroyed the home. Fire-Rescue Squad members were at the site of a truck fire on Highway 641 North near Almo
Heights when they received the Ottway call. The truck, belonging to David Forth, was destroyed. A house trailer in
the Palestine Church area was destroyed by fire at 10:05 p.m. Monday. Fire-Rescue Squad members fought the
blaze which destroyed the trailer owned by Jimmy Price. Price was not home at the time of the fire.
Photo by Roger Mathis

Red Cross To Seek $11,124 In
Annual Fund Drive Next Month
A goal of $11,124 will be sought by
volunteer solicitors for the Calloway
County Chapter of the American Red
Cross when that agency's annual fund
drive officially gets underway Thursday morning.
The drive will begin with a kickoff
breakfast at 8 a.m. at the Holiday Inn
and all captains and solicitors are invited to attend.
The overall chairman of this year's
drive is Dr. Jack Rose, superintendent
of Calloway County Schools. Other
chairmen are: Paul Kiesow, general
manager of Fisher-Price, advance
gifts; Walter L. Apperson, publisher of
The Murray Ledget k Times, civic

organizations; Howard Steely, internal
executive vice president, Bank of
Murray, county chairman; Dr. Marshall Gordon, vice president for administrative services, Murray State
University, MSU chairman; and Carole
Hahn, account executive, WKYQWKYX, publicity chairman.
Chapter executive secretary Jean
Blankenship pointed out that the local
organization contributed the equivalent
of more than $100,000 in manpower to
local services during the past year.
Among the services sponsored by the
Red Cross Chapter and their estimated
value to the community, are:
— Hospital volunteers worked 4,359/
1
2

Continuation Granted
In Cathey Murder Case
A continuance was granted in the
capital offense murder case of
Calloway cotuitian Hal B. Cathey,
scheduled for Monday in McCracken
Circuit Court.
Circuit Judge Lloyd Emery permitted the continuance at the request of
Cathey's attorney, Marvin Prince of
Benton. Prince is involved in a manslaughter trial this week in Ohio
County.
Cathey is charged with the death of
77-year-old Vicki McChesney, who was
beaten and found lying on the sidewalk
outside the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital last June. The former Murray
State University co-ed died from severe
head injuries at Western Baptist
Hospital on July 23.
Although the beating may have occured in Calloway County, her death
gives the McCracken Circuit Court
venue, according to court spokesmen.
McCracken Commonwealth Attorney
Mark Bryant suggested that the judge
continue the case until today, pending
the completion of the Ohio County case.
Emery stated that he plans to call the
case again Wednesday, although he has
received word that the Ohio County

proceedings could last the remainder of
the week.
Joe Owen, Prince's law partner,
represented Cathey in court and explained Prince's absence. Emery
stated he did not want to continue the
case and was unaware until late last
week that Prince was involved in the
Ohio County trail.
He added that he informed Prince to
tell Cathey of the possible need for a
postponement but Cathey stated in
court that he was not told.
Emery explained to Cathey that it
was necessary to waive his rights to a
speedy trial so the continuance could be
granted. Cathey agreed to waive his
rights and Emery announced the
continuance.
If the case cannot be tried this week,
It will likely have to be reset for May,
Emery added. This would mean Cathey
would be incarcerated for one year,
according to reports.
Bryant had announced that he was
ready for trial this week and he had 30
witnesses, some as far away as Frankfort. Prince's absence was received too
late to inform the witnesses that their
presence was not necessary, the
spokesman said.
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hours which would have cost the
hospital $15,356.35 for paid workers and
delivered magazines valued at $1,990 to
hospital patients.
— Water safety instructors taught 456
persons in the learn to swim program
and 114 in lifesaving. At the going rate,
these lessons would have cost $23,800.
— First aid training, which is a yearround project and taught every day in
September and October, was valued at
$4,350.
Mrs. Blankenship said the computation of the value of the services was
based on the minimum wage.
In addition to the above, Mrs.
Blankenship said the chapter has
ongoing service to veterans and their
families; 24-hour emergency military
service; nursing services; disaster
preparedness services; social services;
and is presently planning a youth
program
The major portion of this year's drive
should be completed within two weeks.
This year's general chairman, Rose,
is married to the former Janice Collins
and they are the parents of two
children, Jonathan David, 6, and
Michael Andrew, 2. He is a member of
the Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ and the Murray Lions Club.
A graduate of Murray High, he
received his bachelor's and master's
degrees from MSI.J and his doctorate
from Indiana University.
Kiesow, who is being assisted by
Holmes Ellis and Stuart Poston in the
advance gifts campaign, has been plant
manager at Fisher-Price since September 1977. A member of the Red
Cross board of directors, he and his
wife, Patricia, have two children,
Nancy and Paul
See RED CROSS
Page 12, Column 6

Western State
Escapee Caught
By Local Police
Jefferson Davis Morris, an escapee
from Western State Hospital was apprehended by Murray City Police last
night in a local motel,according to Paul
Jerry Lee, acting chief of police.
Lee stated that Davis possibly
escaped from the hospital sometime
yesterday.
Also Monday, the investigation of a
break-in at Montgomery Ward and an
attempted break-in at Uncle Jeff's led
to the arrest of four men last night.
Scott Scarbrough, Ricky Overbey, Lee
Beach and David Parks were all
charged with burglary, according to
Lee. Beach and Parks were also
charged with public intoxication, Lee
added.
Police arrested Scarbrough and
Overbey in town while police joined
with the sheriff's department to apprehend Beach and Parks at Wildcat
Creek, according to Lee.
Also arrested at Wildcat Creek were
Steven Matthews and John Kalberer
They were charged with unlawful
transactions with minors. Two minors
were also taken into custody.
Lee said that Dale Bogard was
arrested by police and charged with
second degree burglary for Yesterday's
break-in at Coach Estates.

By CLIFF HAAS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The White
House prepared to send Congress
standby plans for gasoline rationing
today, but Energy Secretary James R.
Schlesinger assured the nation's
governors that rationing would be used
only as a last resort.
Schlesinger said rationing would not
be used as a result of the loss of Iranian
oil, but that other mandatory, energysaving measures proposed by the administration might be imposed if the
Iranian cutoff continues for a year or
longer.
We will not come to rationing
because of what is a relative shortfall in
supply" as a result of the Iranian
shutdown, Schlesinger told the natural
resources committee of the National
Governors' Association.
Schlesinger spoke as the White House
was about to send Congress its standby
plan for rationing and other steps,
including allocation of crude oil among
refineries and possible restrictions on
weekend retail sales of gasoline and
diesel fuel.
Schlesinger predicted possible
gasoline shortages this summer due to
the Iranian shutdown, and said some
mandatory steps contained in the administration's contingency plan might
be triggered.
Asked about the plan for barring
gasoline sales on weekends, he said that
if this step is taken the administration
might consider allowing states to pick a
weekday if they preferred.
However, Schlesinger said he hoped
such harsh steps would not be required
.at all.
He told the governors that gasoline
prices probably will rise 10 cents a
gallon because of the combined effect of
Irancaused shortages and recent price
increases voted by oil-producing
nations.

Asked about published reports the
rationing plan Ivould limit gasoline use
to two gallons or less per day per
registered vehicle, Schlesinger said
that figure was an average based on
"the typical car."
However, when pressed further on
the matter, he said he did not recall
what the actual rationing quantities
would be and would have to check it
further.
Earlier, Energy
Department
spokesman James Bishop said reports
of the two-gallon limit were a "total
fabrication" and that the standby

rationing plan contained no specific
gallon figures.
Any gasoline rationing plans
probably will be based on the assignment of coupons to owners of registered
vehicles, according to sources who
asked for anonymity. The coupons
could be freely bought and sold.
Schlesinger told the House Budget
Committee last week that the loss of
Iranian oil production during the
political turmoil there could lead to
mandatory steps to insure an adequate
supply of heating oil next winter,
causing a reduction in -gasoline
availability."

Wednesday Is Last Day
For Many To Buy Plates
About half of the motorists in Calloway County only have one day remaining
to renew the vehicle license tags on their vehicles, County Clerk Marvin Harris
said today.
Harris said that even though the state has adopted new regulations that
eventually will stagger renewals throughout the year, about 90 percent of the
license plates issued in Calloway County expire Wednesday,Feb. 28.
As of late this morning, Harris said, only about half of those expiring this
month have been renewed. The county clerk said people have been lined up for
two days waiting to renew their plates and he expects long lines all day Wednesday.
Gov. Julian Carroll announced Tuesday that the deadline for vehicle licensing
will not be extended this year. A statement from Carroll's office said he made
the decision after receiving a letter from the County Clerks Association
recommending that the deadline not be extended.
The asociation said that with the new staggered renewal schedule, a number
of Kentuckians whose motor vehicle licenses expired in December and January
have been fined for failing to, meet those deadlines. It said to grant an extension to others would be discriminatory.
The deadline applies to cars licensed prior to last year. Vehicles registered in
Kentucky for.lhe first time last year will be re-registered in the month in which
they were originally registered.
Harris predicted it would take about six years, with about a 15 percent car
turnover rate per year, to get the renewals proportionately staggered
throughout the year.

TVA To Raise Electric Rates
By 6¼ Percent On April Bills
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)— Faced
with new criteria for maintaining its
borrowing ability to complete six new
nuclear plants, the Tennessee Valley
Authority will raise its electric rates 61
/
2
per cent in April.

One Pleads Guilty,
Two Found Innocent
In Calloway Court
One man pleaded guilty to robbery
and was sentenced and two men were
found not guilty of knowingly receiving
stolen property in Calloway County
Circuit Court this morning.
Jerry Musgrow,charged with second
degree robbery in connection with a
theft at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, pleaded guilty and received
five years in the penitentiary.
He also received one year in the
penitentiary for a second charge which
concerned the theft of a Pinto belonging
to Twin Lakes Office Products. He was
indicted in May 1978 on this charge.
Final sentencing for Musgrow is set for
Wednesday.
The jury returned a verdict of not
guilty in the trial of Merritt Lawson and
Randy Lawson on three charges each of
knowingly receiving stolen property of
a value over $100. The verdict was
returned at 12:20 p.m.

The hike, approved Monday by TVA
Directors S. David Freeman and
Richard M. Freeman, will raise $100
million, enough to erase a projected $59
million deficit in TVA's $2.9 billion
power budget for fiscal 1979. The
Freemans are not related.
The $41 million balance will help pay
$655 million in interest payments on
TVA's power plant construction debt,
expected to reach $9.1 billion when the
fiscal year ends Sept. 30, TVA officials
said.
The increase will raise bills of TVA
residential customers in seven states
$2.04 per 1,000 kilowatthours. The new
833 per 1,000 kwh rate is still about 25
percent below the national average,
officials said.
TVA's industrial customers and
network of municipal and rural co-op
/
2 percent
distributors questioned the 61
hike, saying a 3.8 percent increase was
enough to erase the $59 million deficit.
The Tennessee Valley Industrial
Committee,an organization of TVA's 28
largest industrial customers, called the
hike inflationary, particularly on top of
an 8/
1
2 percent rate increase last July.
TVA Power Manager Hugh Parris
said the $41 million margin was sought
after both major bond-rating agencies,
Moody's and Standard de Poor's, and a
consulting firm said TVA could lose its
AAA bond rating with its current
financial performance criteria.
Specifically, the firms said TVA's

Laker Speech Team In
Smokey Mountains Meet
The Calloway County High School
speech team participated in th 19th
annual Smokey Mountains Forensics
Invitational Tournament Feb. 23-25 at
Gatlinburg, Tenn.
CCHS had 13 students competing for
honors in the event, one of the South's
most pretigious tournaments. Over
1,500 students from 52 schools in eight
states were in the competition.
The Laker speech team place in
sweepstakes competition and qualified
eight of the 13 team members for the
semi-finals. The students qualifying
were lanesa Jones, oral interpretation; Kim Weatherford, afterdinner speaking; Less Hoke, solo acting; Chuck Williams and Mike
Abeitacel, orritorY: and Julie Gargus and

Lamb, extemporaneous
Danny
speaking.
A spokesman for the team reported
the intensity of the competition increased as four of Calloway's entries
qualified for finals. Jones placed
seventh in oral interpretation;
Williams third in oratory and second in
extemporaneous; and .Jackson sixth in
oratory.
The Calloway debate Team, Chris
Taylor and Dale Finney, had a record
of four wins and two loses.
According to speech and debate
coach Larry England, "the level of
competition was the highest that a
Calloway team has been entered for
competion, excluding the nationals."
CCHS will travel to Russellville
March 10 for the team's final competition of the season.

•Jen

practice since 1975 of using
depreciation allowances from its
present power plants to help pay the
yearly interest costs on the new nuclear
plants was unacceptable.
That depreciation should be going
into bricks and mortar, they said, and
rates should be high enough to cover all
interest costs with money coming in
from consumers.
"Electric utilities around us have had
their bond ratings deteriorate to the
point where, in one instance, they, had
to stop construction of a nuclear plant
that was almost completed," David
Freeman said."That has to be the most
expensive way there is to run a utility."

Symphonic Band
To Continue Winter
Concert Tradition
A tradition at Murray State
University as old as the school itself
will have the spotlight when The
Symphonic Band under the direction of
Paul W.Shahan presents its 56th annual
winter concert on Tuesday evening,
March 6.
To begin at 8:15 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, the program is cosponsored by the Department of Music
and the College of Creative Expression.
It is open to the public at no admission
charge.
The first winter concert by the band
was played during the 1923-24 school
year, the first year of classes at what
was then known as Murray State
Normal School. It has continued each
year since that first performance.
Music to be played this year will
include "Chorale and Alleluia" by
Howard Hanson,"Chronolog" by Jared
Spears, "Ode for Trumpet" by Alfred
Reed, "Jubiloso" by Robert Panerio,
and "The 1812 Overture" by
Tchaikovsky.
Patty Smith of Owensboro, a senior
music education major with emphasis
on trumpet, will be featured as a soloist
in the "Ode for Trumpet" number. The
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Avery E.
Smith, Miss Smith is secretary of the
student chapter at Murray State of the
Music Educators National Conference
and editor of Sigma Alpha Iota
women's music fraternity. She is a
trumpet student of Robert Scribner.
Made up of 69 student musicians, The
Symphonic Band ia-composed of wind,
brass, and percussion instruments

at.
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COM MUNITY
CATAE NDAR
Tuesday,February V
Bowling for Senior Citizens
German film, directed by will be at Corvette Lanes at
Fritz Lang, and introduced by 1:30 p.m
Milton Grunes, professor of
Wednesday, February 28
Foreign Languages, will be
"Bubble Room" Workshop
shown at the Murray State
University Student Center will be held in Room 342,
Auditorium, at 2:30 p.m. and 7 Special Education Building,
North 16th Street, Murray
p.m.
State University. This is
Tuesday, February 27
sponsored by MSU Chapter of
Faculty recital by Henry Student Council for ExcepBaiiiion, tenor, will be at 8:15
tional Children.
p.m. in the Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center,
United Campus Ministry
Murray State University.
Luncheon will be at Ordway
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority,
WOW,will meet at the home of
Jean
Richerson,
1602
Parklane, at 7:30 p.m.
Members are to bring items
fur the baby layettes and also
magazines for the Red Cross
:projects.
Murray TOPS (Take Off
Powids Sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.
A call meeting of Murray
Star Chapter No. 433 Order of
the Eastern Star will be at 7:30
p.m. at the lodge hall. An
initiation will be held.
Martin's Chapel Unite('
Methodist Church Choir will
have a practice at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Harmon
Whitnell at 7 p.m.
Wednesday,February 28
Michael Oleksy will give an
informal talk on the Senior
Citizens Greenhouse and its
programs at the Douglas
Center at 12 noon.

t•N\ s
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Hall at 12:30 p.m. with Bill
Pinkston as speaker.
Thursday, March 1
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m.
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tonites movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
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Mrs. Emily Wolfson will be
available to assist artists
interested in painting with
watercolors at 1 p.m. at the
Murray Art Guild. This is open
to members only.
Thursday,March 1
Boat Show,sponsored by the
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.,
will be held at West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.

0144

PEWEE VALLEY, Ky. —
About half of the women in the
Kentucky Correctional Institution for Women, Pewee
Valley, are enrolled in
vocational education
programs operated by the
Kentucky Department of
Education.
Margaret Moore, teachercoordinator of the vocational
education program, said that
with a resident population of
just over 70, there are 33
women enrolled in three
courses designed to improve a
woman's chances of gaining
employment when she leaves
the institution.
At present, Moore has 15
women in her business and
office machines class. Harold
Welch said there are 11
enrolled in his upholstery
class, and Vicki Weller, R.N.,
has seven students working

towards a nurse's aide certificate.
When home economics
classes resume in a few
weeks, more women will
probably become active in the
program.
The average length of stay
at the institution is about a
year, according to Superintendent Betty Kassulke. She
also said that most of the
women have been charged
with either forgery, murder or
drug-related crimes, with a
few being convicted of other
offenses.
said
because
Moore
students enter and leave
classes at different times, all
the teachers gear instruction
to the individual. The usual
schedule for those taking
classes is one-half day in
school, one-half day working.
Residents also may take

Special Guests Featured
At Murray High FHA Meet
Two special guests were
featured on the program at the
meeting of the Murray High
School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America held
on Tuesday, Feb. 13, at the
library of the school.
"Forecasts For Spring" was
the subject of the program
presented by Miss Bobbie
Smith of The Showcase. She
showed fashions for proms to
the FHA members.
Mrs. Sharon Barrett from
the Headstart program spoke
on the subject, "Child Abuse
and Its Alternatives."
Special committee reports

were given by Leer Bryant,
scholarship; Susan Crass,
IMPACT, who expressed
thanks from the Red Cross
Office for the baby layettes
collected and prepared by the
members; Keane Gregory,
National FHA week.
Plans for Parents Night to
be held at the March meeting
were made. The meeting was
closed with the Chapter
Ritual.
Prior to the meeting a
Valentine party was held in
the Home Economics room.
Sponsors present were Mrs. G.
T. Lilly and Mrs. A. B. Crass.

Friday, March 2
Meeting of the Golden Age
Club has been postponed until
March 9.
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Mrs. Roberta Tarry will
some
available
have
literature on how to paint all
sorts of metals with oil paints
at 1 p.m. at the Murray Art
Guild. This is open to members only

Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
Murray Women of the activities by the Murray
Moose are scheduled to meet Senior Citizens. For inat 8 p.m. at the lodge hall, formation call 753-0929.
North 16th Street.
Knights of Columbus will
Non-denominational Bible meet at 7:30 p.m. in Gleason
Study will be held in Room 205, Hall, North 12th Street.
Roy Stewart Stadium, at 7:30
Thursday, March 1
p.m. Persons are asked to
The Garden Department,
bring their Bibles.
Murray Woman's Club, will
Legion of Mary will meet at meet at 10 a.m. at the club
1:30 p.m. in the rectory of St. house for a "Helping Hands"
Workshop. The
Bridge
Leo's Catholic Church.
business meeting will be at
Murray-Calloway County 1:30 p.m.
Community Theatre will have
Calloway-Marshall County
its second anniversary dinnertheatre at the Murray Jaycee Diabetes Association will
meet at 7 p.m. at the First
Center at6 p.m.
Presbyterian Church with Dr.
Calloway County Library Gordon Vire as speaker.
Board of Directors are Meeting of the North
scheduled to meet at 5:30 p.m.
Calloway Elementary School
PTC has been postponed from
today to March 29.

Tonite Is Bargain Nite
At These Theatres
All Seats $1 50

Many Women Inmates, Pewee
Valley, Enrolled, Courses

7:25,
9:10
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Second night of the MurrayCalloway County Community
Theatre anniversary dinnertheatre will be at the Murray
Jaycee Center at 6 p.m.
Ellis Chappell, airbrush
artist, will present a
demonstration and work at
7:30 p.m. in Room 423, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9 a.m. for morning shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
Boat Show, sponsored by
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.,
Panorama Shores, will contine at West Kentucky
Livestock and Frpewition
Center,from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.

WASHER BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Washer
of Route 4, Mexico, Mo., announce the birth of a baby boy,
John A., weighing seven
pounds 13 ounces, measuring
2934 inches, born on Thursday,
Feb. 22, at 8:13 p.m. at the
Audrain Medical Center at
Mexico.
The father is with the
Bowling Green School System,
and the mother is on leave
from the Mexico City School
System.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. James H. Washer, Jr.,
1629 Olive Street, Murray,and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Atkinson
of Mexico, Mo. Great grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
James H. (Jim) Washer, Sr.,
Murray Route 2.

Re-Opening
*Thursday, March 1*

Sue & Charlie's
Restaurant
SERVING THOSE FAMOUS
FISH DINNERS
Open 7 Days A Week
Mon.-Sat. 4:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Sunday 11:30 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Highway
68 8 80
At Aurora

• EASLEY BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Easley of
Spartanburg, S. C., announce
the birth of a baby boy, Mark
Johnson, born on Wednesday,
Feb. 21, at Spartanburg.
Grandparents are the Rev.
and Mrs. Johnson Easley of
Fort Myers, Fla., formerly of
this area.

OfInterest To

Senior Citizens

MAKE SALAD DRESSING
Out of salad dressing at the
crucial moment? This one's
zippy to make as well as to
taste: Combine one cup dairy
sour cream, 1,4 cup chili sauce,
k. cup sweet pickle relish
(well-drained),
one
tablespoon fresh lemon juice
and vs teaspoon dill weed.
Cover and refrigerate for one
to two hours to blend flavors.
Store remainder, covered, in
refrigerator for up to two
weeks. Makes 1½ cups.

HARNED GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey
Harried, Mayfield, are the
parents of a baby girl, Lindsey
Michelle, born on Saturday,
Feb. 10, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are ..Mr. and
Mrs. J. D. Harned and Bro.
and Mrs. W. E. Skipper, all of
Mayfield.

Golden Age Club Holds Luncheon
Meet; Paul Kingins Is Appointed
The Golden Age Club held Mears,0. C. McLemore, Paul
its February meeting in the Kingins, Lucille Rollins, Katie
social hall of the First United Overcast, Hildred Sharpe,
Methodist Church. A potluck Thelma Nanny, Eunice
luncheon was served.
Shekel, Nell Rhea, Floy
Paul Kingins will represent Caldwell, Naomi Schwalm,
the Golden Agers on the Senior Ovie Sue Galloway, Robbie
Citizens Board for the year of Harrison, Tennessee Outland,
1979.
Calista Clanton, Birdie
Following the business Parker, Thelma Parker, and
meeting, Hildred Sharpe Ethel See. Vera Gillitar was
entertained the members with welcomed as a new member.
one of her winter poems.
The group has changed its
Bingo was played by the next meeting from March 2 to
group.
the second Friday, March 9.
Birthday greetings were Bill Phillips will speak at 1
sung to Eunice Shekel, p.m. on various subjects of
Frances Beach, and Gussie interest for the elderly inAdams.
cluding wills. Friends of the
Present at the luncheon Golden Agers are welcome to
were Mr. and Mrs. Roger attend the program, a
Burgoyne, Mr. and Mrs. Dan spokesman said.

academic courses offered by
the Bureau of Corrections.
Because so many students
would not be able to complete
the full secretarial course,
Moore has broken it into
segments which a student can
master in a relatively short
time. She also makes progress
reports which the women can
take with them, showing
prospective employers what
they have accomplished. The
business and office machines
program offers beginning and
advanced typing and shorthand, filing, bookkeeping,
and the use of adding
machines, calculators and
duplicating machines. Moore
makes extensive use of audiovisual aids.
Vicki Weller also makes use
of teaching aids in the nurse's
aide course. This course takes
about six months to complete,
and many are able to obtain
their certificate before they
leave the institution. Weller
believes that even those who
don't complete the course still
benefit.
"They learn how to lift or
move a patient without incurring back strain," she
explained. "They also learn
how to take better care of
themselves
and
their
families."
She is pleased with the
amount of equipment her
classroom has — three
hospital beds, bedside stands,
chart racks, three dummies
named Mr. Jones, Mrs.
Smith, and Baby Tyrone), and
other equipment for hospital
or nursing home beds.
"But they don't see what a
hospital really looks like, and
some of these women have
never been in a hospital. It
would be so much better if
they could see a ward utility
room or the labs. I think
they'd retain material better
if we could go beyondbook
work," said Weller.
Women who have been
convicted of drug-related
charges are discouraged from
entering the nurse's aide
program, because they would
have difficulty in finding jobs
with hospitals or nursing
homes.
Harold Welch said he tells
his upholstery students that
their best job opportunities
will be with small refinishing
shops or factories. He knows
of some former students who
have found such jobs. He
includes wood refinishing in
the class, as well as
upholstery.
The fourth vocational
education class offered is
"Consumer and Family Life
Skills." It is primarily intended as a personal growth
course, rather than jobrelated.
Susan Scriber moved into
this teaching position on Feb.
1 and is just now starting
classes. She intends to offer
many short units on such
topics as budgeting, weight
control, the single parent,
crafts, sewing and nutrition.
"But first, I need to survey
the residents to find out what
they are interested in," she
said. Moore reports that in the
past, many residents have
made new outfits to wear
when they appear before the
parole board. "They also like
small projects — dolls, stuffed
animals or decorative items
which they can send to their
families," Moore added.
Moore said that one concern
of both the corrections and
education staff is that they do
not have good follow-up information on women who
leave
the
institution.
However, efforts are being
made to develop methods to
obtain this information.

cgoute fgetie
1:)eoA.-AbbtShe Read How-To
Bedtime Stories
By Abigail Van Buren
1919 by Cnicago TnOwn•-N Y News Synd Inc

DEAR ABBY: I am a married man, 24, with questions in
mind about my bride of less than six months. We married
after a whirlwind courtship of 10 weeks. Our courtship included some heavy romantic sessions, but we never actually
went all the way because Marie (not her real name)insisted
that she was saving herself for her wedding night.
Marie claims that I am her first lover, but since our marriage her actions have led me to believe otherwise. I have
had only three other women in my life, but my bride has
taught me more about love-making than I dreamed existed!
It just doesn't seem possible that she had no previous
experience.
I'm not complaining, but it is hard for me to believe that I
am her first.
I don't want to insult her, but I would like to know the
truth. How do I find out?
L. IN DENTON,TEXAS
DEAR L.: Enjoy your good fortune and quit wondering.
Maybe Marie has just done a lot of reading. In bed.
DEAR ABBY: My husband is in sales. I know he's good
because he's won nearly every sales contest his company has
had.
He makes a wonderful living for me and the children, but
it doesn't compensate for his absences. He is busy nearly
every night entertaining customers and prospects until the
wee hours.
Weekends are a nightmare. He's exhausted and sleeps
every Saturday morning, plus almost all day Sunday. Meanwhile, I am supposed to keep our youngsters quiet and out of
sight while Daddy sleeps.
Sex has long been forgotten. He doesn't have the time or
energy for that anymore.
I plan to stay until the youngsters are old enough so that I
can leave with a clear conscience. Then I will try to make
another life for myself —if I'm still desirable. I see no other
alternative. Do you?
MARRIED BUT ALONE
DEAR MARRIED: Yes. Lay your cards on the table and
give your husband a chance to respond. Perhaps he isn't
aware that in his determination to make a good living be is
making a bad life for his family. I recommend marriage
counseling. Please give it a try. You've nothing to lose and
everything to gain. Good luck.
DEAR ABBY: About young girls who ask for brassieres
when they have nothing (or very little) to put in them: Years
ago. when I visited my daughter at summer camp,she asked
me to please send her some brassieres. I told her she really
didn't, need any.
Then she told me that some of the boys looked through
the armholes of the girls' sleeveless summer dresses. I told
her the brassieres would be in the mail the next day. And
they were!
About two years later my gardener, who has two
motherless daughters, told me that his eldest (9) asked him
for a brassiere and he laughed at her. I told him my
daughter's story. Then he understood.
MRS.D.IN LYNBROOK,N.Y.'•
If you put off writing letters because you don't know what
to say, get Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters for all
Occasions." Send 91 and a long, stamped 128 cents), self
addressed envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly
Hills, Calif. 90212.
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Dr. Vire Speaker For
Diabetes Association

Rhonda Simmons To Be Representative Silver Anniversary
Of MSU For Mountain Laurel Festival Celebration Held
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Rhonda
his
Simmons
of grade teacher in
Russellville had both a usual hometown of Mt. Vernon, led.
and an unusual reaction when
"Even as one of eight
she learned she had been finalists from 45 campus
nonunees," recalls the 5-6
brown-eyed brunette, "I had
no idea I would be chosen. And
not expecting to win, I suppose
I didn't pay very close attention to the date."
Miss Simmons,the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Simmons of Russellville Route 2,
will be among coeds from
across Kentucky carrying
their schools' hopes into the
43rd annual Mountain Laurel
Festival. The new queen will
be crowned by Gov. Julian M.
Carroll on Saturday evening,
May 26.
Campus representatives
will be rated on appearance,
sincerity, personality, poise,
and cooperativeness - the
Rhonda Simmons
same qualities on which
selected to represent Murray nominees were judged in the
State University in the Student Government
Mountain Laurel Festival in Association - sponsored
selection process at Murray
Pineville May 24-27.
She was -so shocked I lost State.
A 20-year-old junior speech
all my poise and I think I
screamed," then suddenly and hearing major, Miss
apprehensive because she was Simmons represented
not certain of the exact Elizabeth Hall, the dormitory
where she lives, as its
festival date.
Her
relief
was
un- nominee on the campus.
The other finalists in the
derstandable when she
determined there would be no campus screening were:
conflict with other important Karen E. Echols, Paducah
plans - her wedding June 2. senior; Terri Erwin, Hazel
She will be married to Scott sophomore; Betty Fox,
Durham, a 1978 Murray State Louisville junior; Joann
graduate who is now a fourth Toms, Hopkinsville

Harris Grove Club
Holds Meeting At
Kavanaugh Home
Three members of the
Harris Grove Homemakers
Club presented lessons at the
meeting of the club held on
Wednesday, Feb. 14, at 1 p.m.
at the home of Mrs. Jack
Cavanaugh.
Sakelson
Mrs.
Andy
subject,
discussed
the
"Change Your Habits, Shrink
Your Calories."
The lesson on the "Energy
Crisis" was presented by Mrs.
Bill Wrather who stressed the
energy shortage, why it is
happening, what is being
done, and how it will change
the lifestyle.
Mrs. Cavanaugh's lesson
. subject was "More About
Health."
The devotion was given by
Mrs. Carman D'Angelo on the
subject,"Just For Today."
The president, Mrs. Alfred
Taylor, presided. Mrs.
Roberta Hodges,sister of Mrs.
Taylor, was a guest.
It was announced that the
second ceramic lesson was
scheduled for Feb. 22 at Mar
Lane Ceramics.
Refreshments in the St.
Valentine's day motif were
served buffet style at the table
! decorated in the same theme.
The next meeting will be
; held on Wednesday, March 14,
at 1 p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Andy Sakelson.

PADUCAH PATIENT
Iradell Williams of Hazel
has been a patient at the
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Pearlene Gordon of
Murray has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.

MAYFIELD PATIENT
Orval Cortez Beach of
Kirksey was dismissed Feb. 16
from the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Dismissed Feb. 16 from the
Community
Hospital,
Mayfield, was Mary Margaret
Gore of Farmington Route 2.

PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Mrs. Ruth Watson of FarWilliam Edwin Hodges of
mington has been dismissed Murray was dismissed Feb. 19
from the Lourdes Hospital, from the Community Hospital,
Paducah.
Mayfield.
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Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.

Dual use of proteins

By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I am
thinking of starting a
weight-lifting program and I
have your Health Letter 5-4,
Weight Training for Energy
and Weight Control. One of
the things you said puzzles
me. You said you need to
consume enough calories
each day to meet your daily
calorie needs and if you
don't, the body will not build
new muscle mass.
I charted my protein and
calorie intake and found that
I have 104 grams of protein
and only 1300 calories. Is this
possible? I went over my
findings three times and
couldn't find any mistakes.
Could you give me a diet
MULLINAX GIRL
that would give me enough
protein and calories to gain
Mr. and Mrs. David muscular weight in definiand not gain fat? I'm 17
Mullinax of Dexter Route 1 tion
years
old, 5 feet 10, and
girl,
are the parents of a baby
weigh 140 pounds. Anything
seven
weighing
Leann,
Kylie
you can tell me would be
pounds 13 ounces, measuring appreciated.
/
2 inches, born on Thursday, DEAR READER - The
191
that has confused
Feb. 15, at 8:11 a.m. at the statement
you is related to the dual use
Murray-Calloway County of proteins. It's true that
Hospital.
proteins can be and are used
They have one daughter, to build new proteins, includChristy Lynn, 9. The father is ing muscle proteins.
employed at Murray State Proteins are made up of
amino acids and these amUniversity.
ino acids can be stripped of
Mrs.
Grandparents are
their nitrogen (amino
Velma Mullinax of Possum group) and converted to carTrot and Mr. and Mrs. James bohydrates and fats. That's
R. Burkeen of Dexter Route 1 one of the things people who
Great grandparents are Mr. consume lots of proteins forget.
and Mrs. Rufe P. Burkeen,Sr
In your case, this means if
is
grandmother
great
A great
you don't provide enough
Mrs. Dolly Lovett.
calories (carbohydrate or

Chicken Fry Emusscia
• STEAK
DINNER

sophomore; Corinne Sheppard, Bridgeton, N.J., senior;
Carrie Joy Welborn, Elkton
senior; and Carla Rene
Williams, Clay junior.
A
1976 graduate
of
Russellville High School, Miss
Simmons is an honor student
who has been on the Dean's
List each semester she has
attended Murray State. She is
a member of Alpha Chi
national honor society for
scholarship and Omicron
Delta Kappa leadership and
scholarship honor society, as
well as fundraising chairman
for the Speech and Hearing
Club and student adviser to
the pom-pon team.
As the Murray State
representative in the Mountain Laurel Festival, Miss
Simmons becomes the third
nominee from Russellville to
participate. She recalls that
the other two - JoAnne
Russell Bennett, representing
Murray State in 1964, and
Booker Andrews Wilson,
representing the University of
Kentucky in 1956 - both were
crowned queen.
"Maybe that's a good omen,
I don't know," she pondered.
"But I am really looking
forward to the experience, not
as some kind of competition,
but as an opportunity to be a
part of a beautiful and
longstanding tradition."
Her background as Tobacco
Festival Queen in Russellville
in 1976 and as a member of the

2
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SALAD BAR,
POTATO,TOAST
& DRINK

fat)to meet the basic energy
needs of your body each day,
that 100-plus grams of protein you're eating will be
used for energy. That may
not leave enough protein to
build new muscle protein.
If you're on a starvation
diet, as happened with prisoners in concentration
camps in World War H, the
body will consume its muscles to provide energy to
sustain life. The muscle pro
Lein is treated like any protein you would eat and is
used for energy.
It follows, then, that there
are two requirements you
must meet to provide adequate protein for your body
The first is adequate, good
quality protein and the other
is enough calories to be sure
that those proteins aren't
used for energy.
I'm suspicious that you
have not calculated your
calories properly. It's possible, though, because foods
high in proteins and low in
fat may not contain many
calories. A good example is
lean round steak. A whole
pound with all visible fat
removed provides about 600
calories, but 98 grams of
good quality protein.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 4-6,
Balanced Diet, Recommended Daily Allowances
(RDA) to give you basic
information on a normal balanced diet. Other readers
who want this issue can send
50 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope for it. Send your
request to me in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
In addition to the foods
listed in this diet, increase
your lean meat, fish or
chicken intake to at least
two-thirds of a pound a day
and add any foods you like to
increase your calories.
Whole wheat bread would be
a good addition. Don't add
high-fat foods. Developing
such a habit can lead to
other problems as you get
older.
A good index as to whether
you're doing the right thing
is whether you're gaining
weight and being certain
that the weight you're gaining is not fat accumulating
under the skin

Homecoming Court at Murray
State in 1977 has provided her
with experience that should
serve her well.
However, she feels that the
advice she got from Jayne
Gurzynski of Riverside,
last year's Murray State
representative, is worth more
than anything else.
-She told me to be yourself
- but be your best self,' and
that's what I intend to do."
The Mountain Laurel
Festival has grown increasingly popular since its
beginningin 1931 to honor Dr.
Thomas "-Walker, pioneer
explorer and surveyor, and to
celebrate the blooming of the
mountain laurel throughout
the Southern Cumberland
Mountains.
A high school Mountain
Laurel Princess will be:
crowned as another highlight
of the festival, which is corr.:
ducted in a setting of s
tacular mountain scenery.
Both coronations will take
place in Laurel Cove, a.
natural amphitheatre in Pine'
Mountain State Resort Park
with a 150-foot sandstone cliff
as a backdrop and reflecting
pool in front of the grassy
stage.

.Mr. and

Mrs. Burton Wayne Holsapple

Mr. and Mrs. Burlon Wayne Holsapple of Hazel celebrated
their silver wedding anniversary on Tuesday, Feb. 20, with a
supper hosted by Mrs. Holsapple's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles B. Wilson.
Mrs. Holsapple is the former Charlene Wilson, Mr.
Holsapple is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. William D.
Holsapple. They were married on Feb. 20, 1954, at Corinth,
Miss.
The couple has four children who are Timmy and Lisa
Holsapple, still at home, while Wayne is in Phoenix, Ariz.,
and Cheryl lives in Murray with the couple's only grandchild,
Christopher Michael Tucker.
Only close family and friends attended the event. The
couple was presented with anniversary gifts.

Murray Surgeon Speaks
At Hazel Woman's Club
Dr. Hal Houston of the
The devotion was given by
Murray Surgical Associates, Mrs.
Hughes
Bennett.
Inc., was the guest speaker at Presiding at the business
a recent meeting of the Hazel meeting was Mrs. Max Parks,
president.
A social hour followed with
refreshments being served to
Mesdames Knott, Bennett,
Parks, Lal Elliott, Jackie
Butterworth;
Gerald
Gallimore, Dale Nance,
Gerald Ray, Tommy Story,
James Ronald Latimer,
Harold Wilkinson, and Nancy
Simpson, members; Mrs.
Charles Story, new member;
Dr. Houston and Mrs. Wayne
Wesson, guests.

Dr. Hal Houston
-Guest Speaker
Woman's Club held at the
Dees Bank of Hazel.
The Murray surgeon spoke
on "Breast Implants and
Breast Cancer" and showed
slides and pictures to
illustrate points in his
discussion.
Dr. Houston was introduced
by Mrs. Steve Knott.

CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS.
No Charge by us.
Price same as direct.
For Information and
Travel Literature call

4=zirs46_
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ELLIOTT BOY
Mr.and Mrs. Jerry Elliott of
Route 1, Buchanan, Tenn., are
the parents of a baby boy,
Stephen Bryant, weighing
nine pounds four ounces, born
on Saturday, Feb. 17, at the
Henry
County
General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn. The
mother is the former Jessie
Windsor.

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)gr
You're in the mood to get
things rolling but may meet
with petty irritations along the
way. Watch nerves, especially
at work.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Little things may interfere
with getting the peace and
quiet you feel you need.
Dwelling on problems won't
make them go away.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
You're intent on socializing
today, but may not feel quite
up to it through either overtiredness or a problem at
home. Slow down.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22
Career projects seem to be
marred by "ifs," and "ands"
and "buts," but a talk with an
adviser may prove helpful.
Avoid p.m. moodiness.
LEO
YOU BORN TODAY are
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
both sensitive and practical.
If you have been imYou can succeed in business,
provident with your resourbut have a greater affinity for
ces, advice from another
the arts. Writing, acting, and
won't replenish your bank
music are fields in which you
account. Forgo worry and be
can
excel, though your
realistic.
Piscean nature is also atVIRGO
tracted to welfare work, the
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) "Y e;'1
care
of the sick, and
You may be concerned
humanitarian activities. At
about joint finances. Be sure
times you are fixed in your
to consult with others before
opinions and have spells of
arriving at decisions that
laziness. Other occupations at
affect both of you.
which you could succeed inLIBRA
architecture,
clude
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
engineering, teaching, law,
In partnership matters and
and religion. Birthdate of
other relations with close...
Molly Picon, actress; Vinones, you'll have to help each
cente Minelh, film director;
other out to get through.... :me Ben Hecht, ittaywright.
today's obligations.

PATIENT AT MAYFIELD
Dismissed Feb. 19 from the
Community
Hospital,
Mayfield, was Melinda Jane
Moody of Route 1, Buchanan,
Tenn.

Pit LAHOS TRAVEL AGEMCI
TOURS,

-Msr,8&zz1444.

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Work will only be that much
harder if you let problems
from other areas of life
discourage you. Concentrate
on what must be done.
SAGITTARIUS
i
0
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )1(if
Romantic plans may not go
quite as planned. Save time
for a relative who would like to
be with you, but avoid old
controversial hassles.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
There is much yoy'd like to
accomplish at hornZ now, but
be careful that a flurry of
interruptions doesn't interfere
with your plans.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
The accent is on local visits,
letter writing, and important
phone calls. Some news is
good and some not so good.
Take it as it comes.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Rely on your own efforts or
advice re financial matters
now,as you may not be able to
count on other' help or the
wisdom of their 'advice.

Mrs. Strum urges all
members and other interested
persons to hear Dr. Vire's
presentation.

See Marjorie Maio

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Barchall Doran of Puryear,
Tenn., has been a patient at
the
Lourdes
Hospital,
Paducah.

Your Individual
Horoscope
FOR WEDNESDAY,
FEBRUARY ZS, an
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.

Dr. Gordon Vire will be
guest speaker at the meeting
of the Calloway-Marshall
Affiliate of the American
Diabetes Association to be
held Thursday, March 1, at 7
p.m. at the First Presbyterian
Church, 16th and Main
Streets, Murray.
His subject will be
"Medications and Diabetes,"
according to Charlotte Sturm,
president. An informal
question and answer session
will conclude the program.
Dr. Vire, family practitioner, is a Monticello,
Kentucky, native and a
Western Kentucky University
graduate. He received his
medical degree from the
University of Kentucky in
1975.
Since concluding his threeyear residency at the
University of Mississippi
Medical School in July, II..
Vire has been in private
practice here. His office is
located in the Medical Arts.
ttuilding, 300 South 8th Street.
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What Can
I Do ?
American motorists seem to
think they're powerless to do
anything about the new
petroleum shortage which
looms over this country due to
the chaos in oil-rich Iran.
Nonsense.
The loss of Iranian oil leaves
the United States 900,000
barrels of oil a day short of U.S.
oil consumption. By scrambling around the world oil
market, U.S. importers have so
far been able to reduce the
daily "shortfall" to about
500,000 barrels.
Unless that daily 500,000barrel shortfall is eliminated,
the United States must soon
face some sort of gasoline
rationing.
What can the American
motorist do to prevent the
headaches of rationing?
For starters, take the matter
of commuting to and from
work.
If every American left his or
her car in the garage just one
day a week and got to work by
walking, riding with a neighbor
or whatever, the daily fuel
saving would be the equivalent
of 450,000 barrels of oil a day.
If each automobile carrying
commuters to and from work
had one more commuterin it,
the fuel saving would be the
equivalent of 600,000 barrels of

Letter To The Editor

oil a day.
If each U.S. automobile were
kept tuned well enough to wring
just one more mile per gallon
out of gasoline used, the daily
saving would be the equivalent
of 400,000 barrels of oil.
On the open road, an
automobile going 55 miles per
hour uses 20 percent less
gasoline than one going 70 mph.
There are few families indeed who can't find a way,
through better planning and a
little discipline, to reduce the
daily use of the car.
"What can I do about Iran?"
Plenty. Check your driving
habits.

Garrott's Galley

*11141,,f

11.4 M.C.GarrotI

God Must Have Loved Sparrows,
For He Made So Many Of Them

I am ashamed to admit that I've
neglected my feathered friends this
winter after faithfully keeping grain out
for them these past two winters.
However, I haven't been altogether
negligent in this. On three occasions
I've tried to get a 50-pound bag of
cracked corn at the co-op store to feed
them only to learn each time that they
were out of it. Once I even called ahead.
Yes, the lady said, they had some
ccked corn. By the time I got there,
Mugh,they were out of it again.
So,I finally had them put my name on
a bag the next time the truck came in
and call me. They did. I picked it up and
filled the two feeders outside the kitchen windows.
It took a couple days for the birds to
notice that the feeders had again been
filled. Apparently, they had found them
empty so many times this winter, they
had given up on me as a good provider.
++++++
The sparrows found it first.
Most people don't like sparrows and -,
spend much time and effort trying to
keep them away, which is like trying to
hold back the ocean. For every one they
shoo away, two more fly in. Like
Abraham Lincoln once said about poor
people: God must have loved sparrows,
an outstanding health program; a fulltoo, because he keeps making so many
time readiness teacher for first grade;
of them.
a remedial reading teacher in every
Sparrows have to eat, too, and apschool, and much more.
parently my feeders are known among
Every grade is administered the
the trees as a favorite sparrow hangout,
Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills
because they are always there —
each year and I would like to encourage
sometimes as many as 20 or 30 of them
anyone to find another school system
— sailing in, cold and hungry, to the
with better results in student
perches.
achievement in the area of basic skills.
Sparrows don't sport brilliant colored
Again, I would like to state that I
coats. Theirs are just dirty-looking,
understand and am sympathetic with
brown speckled ones, and they aren't
the feelings about the new policy, and I
known for melodious song.
twee that it would be better if we could
Of all the birds, I suppose the sparrow
continue to have the choice of sending
is the easiest to relate to. I guess that's
our children to either of the two good
why I've never been too terribly upset
school systems in this county. But I ask
by them feeding at my feeders.
that you try to understand the real
Evidently, they can sense this, for they
reason for this recent policy change,
are always first to eat whenever the
and I urge people,W investigate the
trays are replinished.
Calloway County Schools before
++++++
making further comments about the
Even so, it's not long before the
down-grading of property values over
bullish Bluejays show up, screaming
this issue.
the sparrows into the nearby leaveless
Joy Waldrop
trees and bushes. There they will
2103 Edinborough
patiently huddle until the Jays have
Murray, Ky. 42071.
stuffed their craws, billed out enough
4-•-+++4-*+++e-s-++++++++-4-444-s-*-+++.-+++++++++-s-+++*+-++++++.
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The School Decision
Letter To the Editor:
The recent publicity concerning the
county school system's new policy on
county school-age children attending
the city schools has prompted this
public expression of my opinion on the
issue.
Recently, this publicity has been in
my opinion negative toward the county
schools and their educational program.
As an educator and a licensed Realtor
in Calloway County, I would like to
acknowledge that in my opinion the
county school system is an asset to
property values in this community.
Anyone moving into this community,
without the opportunity to become
prejudiced by certain people in this
community, would find that the
Calloway County Schools offer a quality
education that competes with any
system in this state.
Having been employed by both school
systems in the past 10 years, I feel
qualified to judge the quality of our
school systems. It is my opinion that we
have two excellent school systems in
Calloway County.
Murray Independent Schools offers a
tradition of excellence in education and
it is a credit to that system that past
graduates have a desire for their
children to attend the same schools.
Many people had the same strong
feelings about their children attending
the University School. It was a grand
option that our community had for its
citizens when, several years ago, you
could choose one of three excellent
schools for your child (Calloway County
Schools, Murray City Schools, and M. S.
University Schools). I,too, wish that we
!dal had that option.
But I would like to point out that the
Murray City Schools encouraged the
closing of the University Schools for
many of the same reasons that the
Calloway County School Board feels the
need to limit the number of tuition
students going to the city schools. The
county has built a fantastic facility to
serve the needs of the children in the
South West district. They cannot sit by
and see the program decline at that
school because of a lack of students
and, therefore, a lack of funds to support these programs.
I encourage parents, Realtors and
other citizens who are concerned about
this policy to make an investigation of
the county schools. I think you will be
pleased with what you find.
For example: The three elementary
schools offer the leadership of three
fine principals, the quality of which I
don't believe you will find in many
systems; each school has a full-thne
music teacher, a full-time physical
education director, a speech and
hearing specialist in every school; a
certified and dedicated teaching staff;
an outstanding air-conditioned facility
with library, cafeteria and gymnasiums; a guidance and counseling
program; a registered nurse who heads
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By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
ow** Mt

The historian Perrin presents an 1845 review of the early history
of churches in Calloway County, as dependable probably as can be
found in general history books. It reads:
"There were among the pioneers of Calloway County, many
zealous members of different religious denominations. Scarcely was
the nucleus of a settlement formed ere steps were taken to counteract in some way the influence of the lawless and evil minded. This
early led to efforts at religious organization and instruction, and
often hymns of praise were mingled with the sounds of the pioneer's
ax. The Baptists are about the strongest church, numerically, in
Calloway County. Elder Henry Darnell of the Old School Baptist
Church is supposed to be the first minister of any denomination
to proclaim the gospel to the early residents of Calloway. He held
religious services at various places throughout western Kentucky,
and in an early day organized a church at Soldier's Creek, now in
Marshall County, which was one of the first religious societies west
of the Tennessee River.
"Another early preacher was Elder Absalom Copeland, whose
arrival antedates the county's organization. He founded Old Salem
Church, about two miles cast of Murray, as early as 1832, and
preached for the society at intervals for a number of years. This
church still maintains its existence, and is one of the most flourishing societies of the county at the present time. The first house of
worship was a log cabin, which afterwards gave way to a more
pretentious edifice. The Baptist organized a church in Wadesboro
in an early day, and among the pastors are remembered Elders
Copeland, Ephraim Owen and Edmund Curd. This society is still
kept up and is now known as a Missionary Baptist Church.
To Be Continued

grain to feed a horse and then flown into
the nearby treetops, still screaming
their defiance of everything in general.
No more are the sparrows back at the
trays for another try before the
scarlett-coated Cardinals sail in, and
back to the bushes flutter most of the
sparrows — a few of the more bolder
ones cautiously remaining but giving
the larger, Red Birds plenty of room.
If we have any favorites of the birds
who feed from our trays, I suppose
they're the Cardinals. Yesterday there
were 15 of them out there at 6:30 in the
morning, some at the feeders, some
feeding from the spilled grain on the
snow below and some just perched in
the tree waiting their turn.
One lone dove also is a early morning
feeder, but he or she — I have never
learned to tell the difference — always
feeds from the spilled grain on the
ground, never from the swinging trays.
++++++
Not everyone shares my tolerance for
the lowly sparrow.
Take Cook Sanders over on Meadow
Lane,for example. Cook gets real upset
when the little brown birds get into his
feeders and bill out the grain onto the
ground below.
To vent his frustration at these
uninvited guests, he has a way of

raising the kitchen window a few inches
and pops away at them with an air rifle.
Cook is a good shot — one of the best —
and many a sparrow has had his last
meal by stopping at one of the Sanders'
feeders.
Across town on North 20th Street, Bill
Freeman, who runs the tourism
program in the College of Business and
Public Services at Murray State,
harbors much the same distainment for
the sparrow as does Cook, and he, too,
tries to stem their propagation with an
air rifle.
Bill, however, is not the experienced,
crack marksman that Cook is. If he has
ever killed a sparrow,it has flown away
wounded to die elsewhere.
Kitty, Bill's wife, is not the only one
who has been amused at Bill's efforts to
knock off the sparrows. The squirrels
also have noticed. Bill gets about as
upset by the squirrels boldy leaping up
on his feeders to share the grain as he is
by the sparrows.
As if daring him to hit them, they'll
sit there bravely until he gets almost up
to them with the air rifle before
scampering away.
-It's no use, Bill," Kitty will laugh as
he tries to shoot them. "They're not
afraid of you. They've seen you shoot at
the sparrows too many times."

Consumer Comment

Things To Consider
Before Cosigning Loan
By Robert F.Stephens
Attorney General
If you are considering cosigning a
loan for a friend or relative, you should
first be aware of what is actually expected of you. A National Consumer
Finance survey reveals that 74.6 percent of those who cosign finance
company loans are asked to pay for
them; that's 3 out of 4. You must realize
that if the borrower were a safe risk, he
would not need a cosigner in the first
place.
If the borrower is unable to repay the
loan, you, the cosigner, can be held
personally responsible for the debt,
including any late charges, fees and

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Well
At times we get the impression that
the more things change, the more they
remain the same — in American
politics. The following words, which
might have been written yesterday,
were actually part of a speech by
Theodore Roosevelt during his 1910
campaign for the presidency:
It is necessary that laws should be
passed to prohibit the use of corporate funds directly or indirectly
for political purposes; it is still
more necessary that such laws
should be thoroughly enforced.
Corporate expenditures for
political purposes, and especially
such expenditures by publicservice corporations, have supplied one of the principal sources of
corruption in our political affairs.
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even court costs and attorney's fees.
Sometimes, however, cosigning for a
loan may be a good way to help a son or
daughter start his own credit or to aid a
close friend in trouble. Even in these
cases, there are a few things you should
consider before signing.
1. Be sure you can afford to pay the
loan. If you become liable for the loan
and can't pay, you can be sued or have
your credit rating severly damaged.
2. Try to have the contract drawn up
so that you will only owe a certain
amount, such as only the principal
balance. The lender does not have to
agree, but it's worth a try.
3. Don't pledge your property,
automobile, or furniture to secure the
loan. Read the contract as carefully as
if the loan were your own.
4. Have the lender put in writing that
he agrees to notify you if the borrower
misses a payment. Make sure this
notification will come before the late
charge and certainly before the loan is
"accelerated." That is before the loan
is demanded in full rather than just
back payments.
5. Be sure to get copies of all important papers signed by the borrower.
You should have copies of the loan
Truth-In-Lending
contract, the
Disclosure Statement, and any
warranties for products purchased.
Remember, the borrower's loan may
become your loan, and you could need
these papers in case a dispute with the
seller and-or lender.
6. Finally, don't let yourself be talked
into doing something you don't want to.
If you like the finance lender, don't feel
the borrower is a safe risk, don't sign.
And if you do sign, be absolutely sure
you are prepared to pay.
If you have a consumer complaint,
write to the Office of the Attorney
Protection
General, Consumer
DiviSion, 209 St. Clair, Frankfort, Ky.
40601, or call our toll-free hotline
number 1-800-372-2960.
For more information contact:
Jeanie Owen Miller, Consumer
Education Specialist, 564-6607.

Bible Thought
. . . Though your shag be as scarlet. they shall be es white as snow;
though they be red like crimson,
they shall be as wool. Isaiah 1:18.
Sinners can talk to God The
mystery of God's forgiveness is
closely tied to the glory of souls
that are born again.

Looking Back
55

10 Years Ago

Po

The Murray-Calloway County Airport
Board today is advertising for bids for a
900 foot running extension at Kyle
Field.
Dean Crutchfield, minister of the
Green Plain Church of Christ, left Feb.
24 for Madras, India, where he will be
working with Carl E. Johnson in the ministry of the church and school there
for six weeks.
Jim Stahler, chairman of the
Calloway County Extension Service
Forage Council, was named a member
of the Purchase Area Extension Forage
Council at a recent meeting of the area
council.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Burton of Twinsburg, Ohio, announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Anita Jean, to Edward
Anthony Thomas, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Edward P. Thomas of Murray.
Mrs. Harlan Hodges of Murray has
been included in the fall edition of
of
International
Dictionary
Biographers which presents persons of
prominence in the arts and sciences
from 106 countries.
4

20 Years Ago
Representatives from five county
Beta Clubs met at the Kentucky Colonel
on Feb. 23 to form a county
organization. County officers are
Freddy Roberts, New Concord; Max
Dowdy, Alma; Robert McDaniel,
Murray Training; Lorna Ross,
Kirksey ; Diane Taylor, Lynn Grove.
Beta is a national scholastic club.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Tannie
Hampton, 80.
Major James Day of the Department
of Military Science, Murray State
Collge, was speaker at the meeting of
the Murray Rotary Club held at the
Murray Woman's Club House. Day
spoke on Korea where he recently
returned from a tour of duty.
Prof. Neale B. Mason and Prof. John
C. Winter of Murray State College
attended the Music Teachers National
Association Biennial Convention held
this week at Kansas City, Mo.
David Holton McConnell of Cincinnati, Ohio, has been the guest of his
mother, Mrs. D. F. McConnell, and his
grandmother, Mrs. M. D. Holton.
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30 Years Ago
The Murray Tobacco Market will be
closed until March 10. Sales on Feb. 25
were for 61,475 pounds for $18,384.22
with an average of $30.57 per hundred
weight reported, according to Cecil
Thurmond, reporter for the local
market.
Deaths reported include Ira H.
Barber, 69.
Three men were apprehended by the
Kentucky State Police on Feb. 25 for
failing to. stop their automobiles for
school buses on highways leading into
Murray. They were taken before
County Judge Pink Curd and fined for
violation of school bus regulations.
Dr. Charles Carter of Murray State
College spoke Sunday at Layman's Day
held at the South Pleasant Grove
Methodist Church.
The Zeta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club held a dinner meeting at
The Hut with Miss Mildred Williams,
Mrs. Henry Fulton, and Mrs. L. D.
Miller as hostesses.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Blood On The Moon" starring Robert
Mitchum, Barbara Bel Geddes, Robert
Preston, Walter Brennan, Phyllis
Master,Frank Faylen,and Tom Tully.

14.4•11

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Feb. 27, the 58th
day of 1979. There are 307 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1900, the British
defeated the Boers in the Battle of
Paardeberg in Africa. The outcome led
to the creation of the Union of South
Africa.
On this date:
In 1598, Boris Godunov was formally
named czar of Russia.
In 1807, the American poet, Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow, was born in
Portland, Maine.
In 1889, a railroad was opened in
Burma from Rangoon to Mandalay.
In 1933, the German parliament
building in Berlin, the Reichstag, was
burned.
In 1939, the U.S. Supreme Court
outlawed sit-down strikes.
In 1972, President Richard Nixon
ended a mission to China in agreement
with the nation's Communist leaders to
maintaiin U.S.-Chinese contacts on
several levels.
Ten years ago: President Nixon
visited West Berlin and Rome and
called for Western unity.
Five years ago: In Ethiopia, the
cabinet resigned as a military mutiny
spread from the captured city of
Asmara.
One year ago: Egypt restricted the
special privileges of Palestinians living
in that country and said they would be
treated as any other Arab aliens.
Today's birthdays: Mrs. John
Warner, the former Elizabeth Taylor,
is 47. Soprano Mirella Freni is 44.
Thought for today: 1 am not ashamed
to confess that I am ignorant of what I
do not know — Cicero, Roman scholar,
106-43 B.C.
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Basketball's His Game
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Roundball Is The Challenge Now For Former Fullback Fisher
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By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
Football was the sport in
Rick Fisher's life in 1969.
As a senior at Shelby High
School in Ohio, he was a
member of the class that
was never beaten while
rolling up 37 straight
victories.
Basketball? Why, it was
a foreign world to Fisher,
especially after he rushed
for 1,800 yards and 22
touchdowns during his
senior season. That was
quite an achievement,even
to the folks in football-mad
Shelby, where the sport is a
way of life.
Suddenly
it
was
recruiting time, and Fisher
had to make a decision. "I
wanted to go to Morehead,
but their coach (then Guy
Penny) said I couldn't play
as a running back in the
OVC (Ohio Valley Conference)," Fisher recalls.
Two then-assistant
coaches at Morehead —
one might recognize their
names — Mile Gottfried
and Bill Baldridge, alerted
then-Murray State coach
Bill Furgerson of Fisher's
talent, he says.
"They (Ferguson and
assistant Carl Oakley)
came to see me around
Christmas time, and one
reason I chose Murray, I
think, was to show the
Morehead coach that I
could play in the OVC."
He played alright,
especially
against
Morehead in his freshman
season. He rushed 21 times
for 78 yards and caught
seven passes for 100 yards,
including the winning
reception, to help Murray
beat the Eagles 13-7. "I was
glad it was against
Morehead," Fisher says.
Oh, and his junior season
was nothing to wheeze at.
He became the first back in
the history of Murray State
to rush for more than 1,000
yards in a single season.
That feat, which came in

tta-.
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OVC Tourney Selection
Format Draws Criticism;
Tenn.Tech To Stay Home

The purpose ot the con- finished with 7-5 OVC records..
ference call was to review the
The league presidents voted'
decision that had been made last Thursday to break ties'
regarding the selection of among more than two teams
teams for the tournament,'' by
OVC
implementing
OVC president Dr. Sam tiebreaker No. 2 which states
Ingram of Middle Tennessee that if each team has defeated
said Monday.
the other once, the higher
Tennessee Tech, Austin
Seven
OVC
school Peay and Western Kentucky position will be determined by the team's record against the:
presidents or their designated called for
the meeting,
representatives took part in Ingram said, Tech believing other teams in the league.
The determination is based.
the telephone call Monday and
the selection process was in on a table which allows eight,
assured Morehead State of its error.
points for a defeat of the firstberth in the four-team tourThe dispute heated up last place finisher, seven for
nament.
week when it became possible defeating the No. 2 team and
Other teams that will that more than two teams corresponding points for wins
participate Friday and could finish in a tie after the over teams finishing in
Saturday at Richmond, Ky., regular season, which con- following order.
are regularseason champion cluded Saturday.
This system gives the
Eastern Kentucky, Western
Western
Kentucky, second through fourth seeds to
Kentucky and Middle Ten- Morehead, Middle Tennessee Western, Morehead and
nessee.
and Tennessee Tech all Middle Tennessee.
Before the conference call,
Tennessee Tech athletic
director Don Wade said his
school would question the use
of tiebreaker No. 2.
"The tiebreaker system in
our bylaws is really poorly
written," Wade said. "It
By the Associated Press
the whole tournament, not one should get the job done, but it
doesn't. The nature of our
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — The game."
He said the league members appeal would be to go with the
Southeastern
Conference
chooses its NCAA basketball beat themselves to death in bylaws of our conference —
playoff representative this the 18-game card, adding, "If look at No. 1 first."
That bylaw states: "If team
week, but the road won't be we're going to keep the
tournament, we should adjust A has beaten team B twice
easy.
during regular season play,
The victor will have to the 18-game round-robin."
then
team A shall be assigned
The tourney is the SEC's
emerge from the battle among
all 10 teams, beginning first since 1952, when Ken- the higher position."
Tennessee Tech defeated
Wednesday at noon, when tucky won the league title.
The first round schedule: Middle Tennessee twice
Alabama and Florida take the
court at the Birmingham- Alabama-Florida 12 p.m., during the regular season, and
defeated
twice
Jefferson
Civic Center Kentucky-Ole Miss 2 p.m., Middle
Pick Faber ass rooming back ht 1972(left)owl as coach at Murray High now.
GeorgiaMississippi State 6 Morehead.
Coliseum.
ligament and cartilage,
SEC champion Louisiana p.m., Vanderbilt-Auburn 8
leg stayed there, but the
that changed Fisher's life.
1971, earned him OVC
forcing Fishee___to_ have
State .-rand—Awcond-place
rest of my body was
During a team scrimPlayer of the Year honors.
surgery and miss his entire
The quarter-final games are
Tennessee have byes all the
twisted around," says
mage a week before the
"Several representatives
senior
season.
set
for 6 and 8 p.m. Thursday,
way
to
Friday's
semifinals.
Fisher.
Racers were to open their
from pro teams told me
But his football career
Other first-round games pit the semifinals are scheduled
"I didn't want to accept
1972 season, something
that even a so-so senior
wasn't over yet. Fisher
Kentucky and Ole Miss, for 6 and 8 p.m. Friday and the
the fact that my knee was
happened that Fisher
year would guarantee me a
went to St. Louis on his own
Georgia and Mississippi State title game at 7:30 p.m.
gone. I even stayed in for
Cali
didn't really,er, kneed.
career in pro ball," says
the
following
year
to
try
out
and Vanderbilt and Auburn. Saturday.
play
to
prove
that
another
"I
was
running
a
sweep
The Murray
Fisher. "I guess at that
along with some 600 other
Opponents for LSU and
there was nothing wrong.
and I planted my foot to cut
point football was bigger to
Insurance Agency
hopefuls
and
was
the
only
Tennessee will be determined
barely
walk."
But
I
could
back.
But
it
locked
up,
and
me than it had ever been
and compare.
Thursday,
with
the
eventual
The
injury
was
later
FISHER
See
some guy grabbed my leg
before."
winner to be decided Saturday
determined to be torn
Page 6
Maybe
I can save you
and two others hit me. My
Then came the incident
By The Associated Press
night.
some money on topThe Top Twenty teams in The AssociLSU took the league crown ated Press college basketball poll, with
quality protection,
votes in parentheses, season
by beating Alabama last first-place
whatever your insurrecords and total points. Points based on
week, but that performance 20-19-18-17-16-15-14-1342-11-10-94-7 44-44ance needs.
didn't thwart Mississippi 2 1,
State, which upset the Tigers
26-0
1,192
I.Lndiana St. (51i
1.150
22-3
2.Notre Dame (7)
65-57 in Baton Rouge last
1,140
21-4
3.UCIA It
Saturday.
988
204
4.Michigan St. I 1 t
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914
204
5.Duke
Allstate Insurance Companies,I67
74-2
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momentum going," State
Northbrook,IL
879
214
7.North Carolina
Coach Jim Hatfield said.
851
22-4
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712
21-4
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inducements they ever heard took place in a motel room.
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wanted"
of Texas is annually the a bed and told the kid, 'We'll coaches and alumni use to lure
chines costing 50% more
"The most exorbitant illegal battleground of some of the get you a lawyer to get you out top prospects. Dirty tricks are
—including the versatility
offer I ever heard of was most epic recruiting wars in of that conference letter of not limited to politics.
to make 11" x 17" copies,
210,000 cash," said Osborne of the nation.
copy both sides, arid use
intent.' The kid finally went to
When Akers was recruiting
most any kind of paper, inNebraska. "The second best,
"I've
also
heard
of
kids
neither
of
those
schools."
Donnie
Little, an all-state
transoverhead
cluding
or worst, was $5,000 cash. being offered cars and real
Donahue admits he has quarterback, he learned that
parencies and labels
Neither of those kids ended up estate deals," said Akers. trouble believing what he once rival schools were telling the
Call us today
going to the schools that "There are a lot of devious heard.
young man Texas secretly
supposedly made the offers."
people out there. But I think
"I've heard a story of a planned to switch him to
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By the Associated Press
LOUISVILLE — The Ohio
Valley Conference used a 75minute conference call to
affirm its method of determining representatives to the
league's postseason basketball tournament.
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Yankee Spark
With Martin Under Fire Again,
Anderson Could Get New York Nod
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
Sparky Anderson in New York
Yankees' pinstripes in 1980 — a
marriage made in heaven, George's
heaven?
Count Billy Martin out as a returning
prodigal son. Pillowy, pleasant Bob
Lemon can't wait to get out of the
dugout and those silly high socks and
long pants. His tenure as interim
manager of baseball's most successful
and volatile franchise is finished after
this season — win, lose or draw. He
insists on it.
So what does that leave? A rich,
talent-loaded baseball team without a
skipper and a highly respected, winning
field general without a rein. Put them
together and — whammo! — you've got
powerful chemistry.
This magic merger seems inevitable
to anyone studying the shifting winds
and the strange vagaries of the personalities involved.
When
Anderson
was
unceremoniously fired by the Cincinnati
Reds last November, despite a record

of four National League titles and two
world championships, owner George
Steinbrenner of the Yankees called it
"the biggest boo-boo of the year."
Anderson is Steinbrenner's kind of
guy — dignified, inspirational, strictly
Marine spit-and-polish with a fetish for
short hair, shaven chins and intense
team pride.
He doesn't stray too far train
George's conception of America as
"Kate Smith, apple pie and Yankee
pinstripes," although Sparky may have
to swallow hard to digest the last one.
While Sparky is fulfilling the final
year of his Cincinnati contract with
menial jobs, Steinbrenner and Martin
are back in the pits again — exchanging
barbs and innuendoes.
How can these two mavericks — each
strong-willed and impetuous — ever
find a common ground for a harmonious relationship?
They can't. It's obvious that Steinbrenner has girded himself with an
escape hatch in promising to give
Martin his job back "if he carries
himself in a manner that diMities the

Yankees."
That's like telling a leopard to change
his spots or like turning a bulldog into a
purring pussy cat. Dignity is not Billy
Martin's long suit — never was and
never will be. Steinbrenner knew that
when he hired the fiesty firebrand as
the Yankees' pilot in August 1975.
Billy the Kid's record,first as player,
then as manager of Minnesota, Detroit
and Texas, reads like a page from the
Ring Record Book. He has spent his
career feuding with players (often his
own), bosses, the press and fans. He
hasn't been reluctant to belt an antagonist when the situation warranted.
The Yankees' owner was visibly
upset over Martin's appearance at
training camp last week at which time
he said he and agent Doug Newton were
anxious to turn Steinbrenner's
promises into firm commitments.

Seathaost's Darren Noma
(riaht) leeks for•teammate
as East's hbart Mims(3S)
and Mike Maar oohed. The
East boys ma 4341 to mimeo to twilight's finals of
the corraty Miler-high
basketball toorsaimeet.
Below, North's Sherry
Miley sermilos fore loom
hi as East's VIM Noughtem
mad a teammate Mai es. The
Fart girls rem 174 mad will
face Southwest for the title
tonight. Action begins at
6:30
ho Jeffrey Gyms/maim.
Photos by Tony Wilson

"Nobody's going to put pressure on
anybody," Steinbrenner snapped. He
said, in effect, that Billy must shape up
or stay out. It's a rap the trigger-happy
Martin can't beat.

).

Syracuse' 24-2 Mark Is Best Ever
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Way back in December, the
Syracuse Orangemen took
their only lumps of the season
— a double dose,in fact.
''They could have gotten
down," said Coach Jim
Boeheim. "They lost two
games in a Christmas tournament. But they worked hard
and improved with every
game, and they've put
together what I think is a
• tremendous streak."
). Since the two losses in the

!

Kentucky Invitational, the
Orangemen have been unbeatable. And their,. winning
streak reached 18 games
Monday night with a 92-60
decision over Lemoyne
College, a game that Boeheim
considered an excellent good
tuneup for postseason play.
"I was very happy with
their play," said Boeheim."In
fact, it was a little too tough."
The nation's sixth-ranked
team improved its record to
24-2, the winningest regular
seas, ') in S •-acus, history .

East Laker Teams Win,
iAdvance To Title Games
Both East Calloway teams
'Clwon to advance to tonight's
finals of the county junior-high
basketball tournament in
4.: Jeffrey Gymnasium.
The East girls topped North
• 17-8 and will face Southwest in
• the finale at 6:30 p.m., while
the East boys, by virtue of
their 45-39 whipping of Southwest, play North for the title at
approximately 7:45.
Admission is $1 for students
and $1.50 for adults.

Beth Hooks and Vicki
Houghton added four and
three, respectively.
East boys 45,Southwest 39
Jeff Garrison popped in 25
points to help East erase a 8-8
first quarter deadlock. The
winners led 22-17 at the half
and never trailed again.

East girls 17, North 8
: East led only 5-4 after a half,
• but the Lakers outscored
.` North 12-5 the rest of the way
to seal its fourth victory in six
;•tries.
Virginia Howishell paced
.East with six points, while

EAST GIRLS (17) — Hounabeill, 6;
Hookk, 4, Houghton, 3; Herndon. 2:
Morrison. 2
4; Garner. 2:
NORTH 181
Barzell,- 1; Coy. 1.
EAST BOYS (43 — Garrison, 23;
Williams, 9: Wacker, 2; Cook, 0, Stubblefield, 2, Wagoner. 4: McKenzie, 3
SOUTHWEST 139) — Butterworth, 18.
Hicks, 6: Sberidiut, 4; Howard. 4,
Carraway, 7.

Mark Williams chipped in
nine points to aid Garrison's
effort, while Jeff Butterworth's 18 points led Southwest.

-.Wit y,

going into Wednesday's ECAC
playoff game against St.
Bonaventure.
Second-ranked Notre Dame,
just about certain to get an
invitation to the NCAA
playoffs next Sunday,also had
a tuneup with an 89-72 romp
over East Carolina.
Louis Orr scored 17 points
and grabbed 13 rebounds to
spearhead the Syracuse
victory. Jene Gray of
Lemoyne finished with a
game-high 28 points.
Bill Laimbeer scored 17
points and grabbed 13
rebounds to pace Notre Dame
over East Carolina. The Irish
rolled to a big early lead and
won handily.
"A lot of our players played
more than they usually do
tonight," said Notre Dame

Continued from page 5
player chosen to sign a contract.
"My knee started acting up
on me again, though, and they
finally put me on the injured
reserve list." Then the World
Football League became a
reality, and Fisher found
another avenue for football.
In 1973, he became a
member of the Florida
Blazers, one of the WFL
franchises, but soon found that
anyone in the league had to
love football, because there

There are a lot of
good things under
our roof
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Fisher In Basketball Now

AT PIZZA NUT

Pizza
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Coach Digger Phelps. "We
want everybody to be in top
shape for this weekend's
games."
The Irish close out their
regular season with games
against DePaul and Michigan
Friday and Sunday.
In other action, La Salle,
Delaware, Drexel and West
Chester won their first-round
games as the East Coast
Conference playoffs opened
Monday night.
Ken Luck scored 27 points to
lead Delaware past Rider 7270. Drexel defeated American
University 66-55 as Bob
Stephens scored 16 points and
grabbed 15 rebounds. Dave
Jungers collected his 1,000th
point in a 22-point night as
West Chester defeated Lehigh
68-65.

PLEASE CALL
30 MIN.
BEFORE FOR
CARRY OUT
ORDERS
6009 OILY
AT
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was little more incentive.
"I think we only got paid
once," Fisher recalls of his
WFL days. With the league
shair;ing on its foundation and
Fisher with little finances, he
decided to return and complete his degree at Murray.
Prior to the 1975 basketball
season ... that's right,
basketball ... Fisher was
alerted of a teaching and
coaching position by Chad
Stewart, chairman of the
Department of Physical
Education at MSU.
Fisher applied for the
position, was hired and
became freshman boys
basketball coach and assistant
girls' varsity coach at Murray
High School. He switched to
boys assistant coach under
Cary Miller the following
year, when the Tigers won the
regional title, before landing
the head girls post last season
— the position he now holds.
"I guess I just kind of
stumbled into basketball
coaching."
So what did a former running back do with a bunch of
females during his first season
as head coach? Why, win the
district title, of course.
"We were the underdog,
definitely," says Fisher. His
team finished 11-9 as a
semifinalist in the First
Region tournament.
Now, two days before
Murray High faces Marshall
County in the first round of
this year's district event,
Fisher has no regrets about
the switch from football from
basketball. In fact, he says he
prefers it.
came in just when girls
basketball was in its early
stages," he says."A few years
ago, a layup was just a hope
and a prayer in a girls game.
Now, they can make them
about as reguarly as the
boys."
Fisher credits former
Murray State basketball
coach Cal Luther as being a
big influence on his coaching
career. "I think coach Luther
is the most knowledgable man
about basketball I've ever
met. I've learned a lot about
strategy from him."
But, deep down, doesn't the
word "football" still warm the
cockles of his heart? "No
way," says Fisher. "I have
enough trouble keeping up
with five people on the court.
Eleven at one time would just
be too mueh."-^
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Love To Read Day'
Students from Robertson Elementary School, along with
other schools across the state, observed "I Love To Read
Day" Wednesday. A special assembly was held which
featured a play by Cyncli Cahoon's first graders titled
"Abraham Lincoln and George Washington."
Arranged by Willie Fariess, librarian, all students and
teachers then participated in a period of Uninterrupted
Sustained Silent Reacting - "U.S.S.R." A Valentine film was
shown and Mrs. Farless presented each student with a
sucker as he left the assembly.
The Kentucky Right To Reed program sponsored the
reading activity day across the state. Debra Johnson Is the
state Right To Read consultant.
SOME SHARED BOOKS — John Parker and Theresa Mueller Red the same book and
shared it during "US.S.R."In the background are Jeremy Howard and Stacey McMillan.

THE PRINCIPAL READ — Tom Thurman, Mary Ryan and
Eric Thomas read in front of the door which Mrs. Fariess
decorated announcing "I Love to Read Day." Tom and
Eric were in costume for their roles in the play which was
presented first.

Photos By
EVERYONE GOT COMFORTABLE
lying down best of all.

Brett Christenson and Kenny Myers like to read

BRAILLE READING — Kelly Prescott read a Braille book while aide Drucilla Owens sat

dose and read one of her favorite books.

Kaye Peebles

41s304W;111111.0111100eatorMANStotimeMilleevtakaitalaigagiregw

Freeman Reorganizes TVA
Units; Names Woman Head
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— Chairman S. David
Freeman has reorganized the
Tennessee Valley Authority's
13 divisions into seven and
named a woman to head one of
the revised sections.
"It's a beginning," Dr.
Sharlene Hirsch said Monday
after her appointment as head
of the newly created Community Development Office
was announced.
Dr. Hirsch, 38, has been
working with the TVA as a
consultant. Previously, she
was a division director for
Academy of Educational
Development Inc., a nonprofit planning, education and
development group based in
San Francisco. She also was
coordinator for
human
resources policy planning on
President Carter's transition
team two years ago.
When she assumes her new
post April 1, Dr. Hirsch will be
the first woman to head one of
the TVA's top 10 jobs in the
government-owned agency's
46-year history. Dr. Hirsch
said, however, she has no
intention of being the token
female
TVA's
in
management.
"I think they picked the
toughest woman to begin
with," she said. "They
tracked me down about eight
months."
The Offices of Agricultural
and Chemical Development in
Muscle Shoals, Ala.,the Office
of Power in Chattanooga, the
Office of Engineering and
Construction in Knoxville and
the law office in Knoxville will
not be changed, Freeman
said.
But the nine other divisions
will be consolidated into three
new offices — Community
Development, Natural
Resources and Management
Services.
The Community Development Office includes the

area
tributary
former
development division. It will
be divided into separate
economic
divisions for
development and community
services and will include a
regional studies staff.
The new Office of Natural
Resources, which combines
functions previously assigned
to four divisions, will be
headed by Tom Ripley,
director of TVA's former
Forestry, Fisheries and
Wildlife Division.
The Office of Management
combines six divisions —
property and services, purchasing, personnel and unionmanagement relations, health
and safety, finance and en-

vironmental compliance. Bill
Willis, previously an assistant
to George KillIMOTIS in the
engineering and construction
office, will head the new
division.
Leon Ring, TVA's new
general manager, will have
five different staffs in his own
under the new
office
management structure.
The purpose is to create a
managerial structure aligned
with TVA's major activities,"
said Ring, who drew up the
reorganization.
This will
help eliminate overlaps and
duplications
that
have
resulted in inefficiencies in the
past."
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Midwesterners Attempt
To Dig Out From Snow
By The Associated Press
Streams and rivers in the
rain-soaked Northeast are
receding today, and Midwesterners are starting to
make headway in efforts to
dig out from under up to 2 feet
of snow.
However, waters continued
to rise along the Ohio River
and some of its tributaries,
posing threats of flooding to
residents of low-lying areas.
Oil City, Pa., was still flooded
because of an ice jam where
Oil Creek joins the Allegheny
River.
The death toll from this
week's snowstorm
and
flooding in the Midwest and
the East climbed to at least
nine Monday with three more
fatalities. A Missouri man
died while walking through
snow; a Pennsylvania man
was killed in a snow-related
traffic accident and the body
of a Cincinnati man was found
in a submerged car near the
Ohio River.

Lucille Ball says,
"Give a gift of
you.Be a Red Cross
Volunteer."

In scattered areas of
Pennsylvania where families
had been evacuated Monday,
streams and creeks that
overflowed their banks began
receding Monday night, the
National Weather Service
reported.
The problem in southwestern Pennsylvania was
snow. Half a foot fell Monday,
slowing up a group of 14 Boy
Scouts hiking through a
mountainous area near
Johnstown. They
were
rescued Monday night by
volunteers using four-wheel
drive
vehicles
and
snowmobiles.
The Potomac River and
other streams in the
Washington area spilled over
their banks Monday but were
expected to begin receding
today, the weather service
said.
About 360 residents from an
apartment complex in Laurel,
Md., were evacuated Monday
because of flooding but were
permitted to return to their
apartments later in the day.
In southern Illinois, where
up to two feet of snow fell
Sunday stranding about 3,000
travelers, authorities hoped to
reopen Interstate 57 today.
The snowstorm also struck
hard in southeast Missouri,
where about 210 residents of
Circle City were evacuated
Monday after a levee holding
back waters of the swollen
Castor River broke.
A 30-mile stretch of 1-55 in
Missouri remained closed.

Secessionist
Biafra
surrendered to Nigeria after a
30-month struggle for independence during which two
million persons are reported
to batetliblastarvation.
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Underfloor Chamber Adapted
From 2,000-Year-Old Idea
Mother Nature may ha% e
overdone it, but many in the
homebuilding
industry
welcome the brutal Winter of
'79 as the ultimate test of a
modern
construction
technique adapted from a
2000-year-old idea.
It's called the Plen-Wood
System, and it uses the entire
underfloor area of a home as a
plenum, or chamber, to
distribute warm or cool air to
floor registers in the various
rooms. The Romans who used
such construction before
Christ called it hypocaust,
literally underfloor heater.
Today's versiqn of the
systern has been around a
good while; the Southern
Forest Products Association
SFPA 1 points out that some
30.000 homes have been
constructed in all parts of the
country using Plen-Wood over
the past 20 years. But the
association, which represents
manufacturers of some twothirds of the Southern Pine
lumber made in the U. S.,
believes that with the combination of inflation and the
energy crunch, Plen-Wood
will really take off now.
Association officials point to
a three-bedroom model in
suburban Indianapolis to show
why Plen-Wood is not only less
expensive to build but saves
costly energy throughout the
life of the home.
Temperatures in central
Indiana have been averaging
10 degrees below normal this
winter and the more than 19
inches of snow that fell in
January almost equalled the
average for the whole season.
But officials if Indianapolis
Power and Light Co. who are
closely monitoring the home
through its first winter believe
the total heating and cooling
bill will be about $215, compared to $450 or 2500 for more
traditionally designed homes.
Dubbed Solaire because its
heat pump is agumented by a
solar furnace, the 1600-square
foot test home is priced under
$60,000. But its award-winning
design is estimated to reduce
energy requirements 10 to 15
percent or more, even without
the solar furnace.
The key is the underfloor
plenum, in which the heat
pump keeps the air under
slight pressure, assuring
uniform
distribution
throughout the house. As the
air rises naturally along
Solaire's vaulted studio
ceiling in the living room, it's
drawn into high-level air
returns
back
and
for
redistribution.
The conditioned air in the
plenum also serves to
maintain the floor area at
room temperature. That's one
of the attractive features of
Plen-Wood. Not only does it

Q. — I will soon be putting up
paneling in a utility room
which has concrete block walls.
I have been reading instructions on how to handle this. One
magazine says to attach furring
strips directly to the wall. Another source, a book, says that
2-by-2 lumber should first be
nailed with concrete nails and
that the furring strips should be
attached to the lumber. Which
is correct'
A. It depends on the condition of the wall. If it is reasonably even, only the furring
strips are necessary. If the wall
is irregular and especially if
horizontal furring is required.
then attach 2-by-2s to the wall
vertically and install horizontal
strips over them. However you
lay out the wood preliminary to
the installation of the panels.
use wood shims to level off surfaces when necessary.
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PtEN-WOOD SYSTEM — This underfloor plenum, or
chamber, keeps homes warm or cool by distributing
warm or cool air to floor registers in the various rooms.
This modem construction technique was adapted from a
2,000-year-old idea.
provide the resilience of wood
floors, tests show only 2.5
degrees difference between
temperatures at the floor
surface and 5 feet up, so the
occupants tend to lower the
thermostat in winter and raise
it in the summer. Engineers
point out that a 3-degree lower
setting should reduce heating
costs by about 10 percent.
The present owner, who has
occupied Solaire since April,
testifies to this. "The house is
real comfortable; haven't
ever felt any drafts. There is
very good 'coolness' in the
System. Most of tile summer
we didn't even have the air
conditioning on; we just
circulated air. We used the air
conditioning in August, when
it was hot and humid. This
Plea-wood System 'contains
the cool' better than other
homes I've lived in."
Insulation is maximized in
Solaire, of course. There are
14 inches above the ceilings,
even at the eaves thanks to a
redesign of the roof trusses.
And preformed blocks of
polystyrene are friction-fitted
between the studs, which are
spaced 24 inches on center,
again saving labor and
material costs. The resulting
nearly air-tight package gives
the homy an R factor, of 26,
which Cloverleaf Builders
estimates will cut heat loss to
20,000 BTU an hour,compared
to 54,000 in a conventional
home of like size.
One feature Plen-wood
doesn't have is ductwork
snaking throughout the house.
This greatly liberates the

architect. And it makes for a
quieter house. No ductwork to
transmit sound from room to
room. What's more, you can
have floor registers where you
want them. Present owner E.
L Jensen said:
furniture
makes
It
arrangement in the house
very easy. We are repositioning a register in the
master bedroom due to a
blockage by a large dresser.
The builder was contacted,
and he will cut a new register,
blocking off the old."

.SC ONO P1.000 11.11.AN

The mechanical contractor
on Solaire believes he can
save 2350 to $500 in labor and
materials per house by this
elimination of ductwork.
As for the lady of the house,
she notes: "The house is
clean. There is no dust circulating. In fact, I think it's
cleaner than my old electricheated house with ducts and
crawl space."
Finally, SFPA touts PlenWood because it can be used
with any type of foundation
system — concrete, block or
wood. In the case of wood —
the
so-called
All-Weather
Wood Foundation System —
there's the added advantage
that the home can go up in all
but flie- *drat weather cmditions.
All in all, SFPA is betting
there'll be more and more
Plea-Wood homes among the
1.8 million expected to be built
this year. More information on
the system is available from
SFPA at Box 52468, New
Orleans 70152.

SOLAR ENERGY — Boy Scout leader Mike Conrad of Troop 205 from Jackson, Tenn.,
helps troop member Perry Hays construct a solar energy box to demonstrate the
heating power of the sun. The demonstration was part of a two-day program in the
Outdoor Enrichment Series of Camp Energy in land Between The Lakes (L111.), TVA's
170,000-acre public demonstration area. The Outdoor Enrichment Series supports the
Boy Scouts of America and Girl Scouts of America and is geared toward achievement
of merit badges; however, the programs can be adjusted to fit particular group needs.
Programs scheduled for March indude fish and wildlife management and weather. For
more information or reservations contact Recreation Services, Golden Pond, KY.42231
or phone 502-924-5602,Extension 241.
TVA Photo by Kevin Penick

THIS PASSIVE SOLAR ROUSE features a gless-enclosed
sun garden wrapped by the living, dining and family rooms.
On the second floor of this 1,976-square-foot home are three
bedrooms with a balcony, overlooking the dining and living
rooms and with a full view of the garden and terrace beyond.
Solar energy is absorbed and stored in the wall and floors for
heating. In summer, vents draw air out of the house by convection for natural Cooling. For more information on Plan
HA1087K, write—enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
envelope—to Charles Koty, 27 Barry Park Court, Searingtown, N.Y.. 11507.

Paintbrush Techniques

Home Hints

Chinese Rug Themes Rival Persian
By ELAINE Q. BARROW
AP Newteatures
How Mrs. Housewife selects
floor coverings may surprise
some manufacturers.
Although area rugs are
they share the sales volume
with wall-to-wall carpeting.
Persian-design rugs like those
cherished by Grandma are still
"big," but are yielding ground
to rugs of Chinese patterns.
The prestige of wool IS undisputed, but 8 out of 10 yards of
carpeting sold in America is
nylon.
In fact, it may be discovered

Here's the Answer ffg
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

Q. — For years we have kept
our luggage in the basement of
our house. We never had any
trouble until a heavy storm
caused water to enter our basement. A few weeks later, after
we had cleaned out the basement, we discovered that mold
had grown on the inside of two
of the suitcases. We tried without success to rid the luggage
of the mold. Someone suggested
that we take the bags to a dry
cleaning store, which we did
When we got the luggage back
a week later, it seemed to be
perfect and we were well satisfied, but a few weeks after
that, the same trouble occurred Can we hold the cleaning store responsible?
A. -- You can ask the cleaner
what might have happened, but
you would not have much of a
case because the same conditions that caused the mold in
the first place would cause it
again. In short, even if the
cleaning establishment killed
every bit of mold in the two
suitcases, new mold would
grow if the bags were left in a
damp location, You surely
didn't put the luggage beck in
the basement, did you'
Q. — Can I clean a varnished
table with denatured alcohol or
will it soften the finish'
A - Yes to the first part of
the question, and no to the second.
The techniques of applying
varnish, lacquer, shellac, stain,
bleach, etc., are detailed in
Andy Lang's booklet. "Wood
Finishing in the Home," available by sending 35 cents PLUS
a long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope to Know-How. P (1
3as 477, Huntington. N V
11743. Questions of general interest will be answered in the
column. Individual correspondence cannot be undertaken.)

that there is no such person as
Mrs. Housewife. There are
Jane, Barbara, Gladys, Pat and
other individuals — with an
equal number of personal preferences.
One homemaker paying scant
heed to decorating trends was
surprised when a visitor
Braised her arrangement of
area rugs.
"I didn't do it for style," she
said. "I placed them that way
to cover dog stains."
The recent winter floor-coverings market in New York
verified the timeliness of area
rugs — by themselves on polished wood floors or placed on
top of carpeting, often to echo
colors in wall coverings and
Paintings,
Acknowledging the prevalence
of
wall-to-wall installations, one manufacturer
went so far as to suggest an
inset; cutting out a space in the
carpet into which the area rug
would fit, with its surface flush
with the surrounding carpet.
Area rugs can be as large as
8-by-11 feet and as small as 3by-4 feet. It's a personal choice
whether furniture is placed on
top of them or arranged around
the rugs.
Extensive selections of patterns inspired by Oriental
themes at the recent market
seemed to indicate an emerging
trend.
Just as world news has focused on U.S.-China relations, a
comparable reaction in furnishings is seen by Trans-Ocean, a
major U. S. rug importer. Emphasis, we're told, is on patterns featuring traditional deslims as well as new designs
derived from centuries-old motifs adaptid from archaeological finds in China Some
are even considered an investment
Says Ralph Shulman, executive vice president, "As imports of Persian rugs decline,
more and more collectors are
investing in Chinese rugs.
"Today's collectibles, they
will be tomorrow's heirlooms,
much as Chinese rugs were in
the era of our ancestors when a
symbol of true status was the
Chinese rug."
He was referring to the more
expensive products in the
firm's line —ranging from $3,000 to $4,000 for a 9-by-12 rug
But prices vary as widely as
styles and shapes. Braided rugs
can be bought for under $100,
going as high as $250 to 810,000
if they are hand-knotted and
from the People's Republic of
thina.
The fashion impact of an oriental rug was demonstrated by
Donna Kaiser, a designer for
the importing firm. In a carpeted, wood-paneled setting with a
fireptace, the rug — of Lsfhahan design with salmon and

ruby accents — was placed on
the carpet before the hearth to
become a dominant feature of
the room.
This was helped by keeping
the rug clear of furniture. Except for a small coffee table,
furniture was arranged around
Ancient lore was depicted on
another area rug from China
Its central medallion and corner designs contain birds symbolizing prosperity and happiness. A stylized inner border
and corner characters denote
serenity and long life, while another border of chariots reflects
Chinese archaeological discoveries.
According to some designers,
such as Beth Thomas, rugs are
being used architecturally
They delineate spaces and emphasize special pieces and
places.
-A rug is the catalyst for
change in any interior," Ms.
Thomas says. As carpeting
becomes a basic floor covering,
the rug emerges as the objet
d'art and mood maker. A
change of rugs can change a
room
An example shown by Ms
Thomas was a dining room
with traditional furnishings
The highlight of the room is a
sing, oval rug, with a handhooked floral pattern in a medley of pinks and greens.
Patterns elsewhere are subdued so as not to compete with
the rug. And the setting is
spiced by an Oriental print
hanging above a buffet holding
a collection of Chinese pieces
Dashes of greenery and a corner screen contribute to the
mood of quiet elegance.
Wall-to-wall carpeting in several manmade fibers compose
the main thrust of a long-estab
lished manufacturer. A Mas
land spokesman said survey
indicated almost equal pont,
larity for Solid-color plushes
and multicolored, cut and loop
carpet.
Another American ,line
( World) offers a wall-to-wall
number with an overall pattern
resembling a mosiac of stones
Of level-loop construction in ny
lori, the carpet lends a rustic or
outdoor air to 2 modern setting
The manufacturer of the cob
blestone effect says that, in ad
dition to being comfortable un
derfoot, the carpet provides
acoustical and energy-saving
insulation that no hard-surface
flooring could match.

The capstone of the Washington Monument weighs 3,300
pounds and the entire monument weighs 21,120 tons. The
555-foot-tall obelisk of white
marble was dedicated in 1885
and opened to the public in
1888.

How To's For
Homeowners

After choosing a quality
paintbrush, dip it into the
paint halfway up the length
of the bristles. Tap out excess paint on inside of can.

ON THI
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A 11,/•

By ANDY LANG
AP Newfeatures
You are constantly being advised how to handle yourself
when you or your real-estate
broker are showing your house
to a prospective purchaser. The
idea is to tell you to behave in
such a manner that you do not
kill a sale that might be in the
making.
Fine. But how about some advice to those who are being
shown around your house?
First of all, while it might be
considered acceptable (although some builders don't
think so) to browse in a development of new houses without
any intention of buying in the
foreseeable future, it is an outrage to be a "looker" when it
involves someone else's home.
Not only is such a person
wasting the home owner's time
— and that of the broker if one
is involved — he or she is
cruelly raising the hopes of the
seller who views him or her as
a possible purchaser. Sad to
say, as many real-estate salespersons will tell you, such
people exist, even though most
brokers do an excellent job of

screening the curious observers
from the serious prospects.
Those who actually are
searching for a house to buy
should never lose sight of the
fact that, despite their honest
intentions, they are guests in
somebody's home. Just as the
home owner or broker has a
moral obligation to present the
property as fairly as possible,
so the prospective buyer has a
duty to follow the course of decent behavior. It might be considered clever negotiating tactics for a buyer to emphasize
the poor points about the house
he is considering in order to get
a lower price, but if it is done
loudly and thoughtlessly, it's
downright bad manners. Such
comments should be reserved
for the ears of the broker. If
there is no third party, the criticism should be gentle and understanding. And, unless you
feel reasonably certain you will
consider the house as a possible
purchase, most comments are
better left unsaid. It should
never be forgotten that the subject under discussion is a family's home.
Also in the category of rude-
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Work from unpainted area
into painted areas. Finish ail
strokes in same direction.
brushing into painted area
to prevent overlaps.

Yes The
New 1979

Thomas
fixtures
When you stop painting,
Jean the brush thoroughly.
Wrap it in aluminum foil to
keep it soft and pliable

No More Icy
Or Scalding Showers
With New Controls
Shower
controls
are
available that enable you to
preset the temperature before
turning on the water. The
temperature then remains the
same regardless of pressure
changes. For free iriormation
write to the Plumbing Heating - Cooling Information
Bureau, 35 E. Wacker Or.,
Chicago, Ill. 50/101

(Do-it-yourselfers will find
much valuable information in
Andy Lang's handbook, "Practical Home Repairs," available
by sending 11.50 to this newspaper at Box 5, Teaneck, N.J.
(17666.)

Sale

Sale

ale
S

ness is the habit of opening
closet doors without being invited to do so. Sure, a person
wants to see how much closet
space there is, but how much
nicer it is to request permission
to do so. I once saw a person
actually begin to open bureau
drawers in a bedroom until the
real-estate broker asked her
not to do so.
If any of this sounds like applying a straightjacket to the
behavior of a person seeking to
buy a house, it isn't. A prospective buyer should find out everything he can about the place
he is looking over, including
documentary proof of the size
of expenses. It's merely a plea
(1) for an end to the practice of
walking through someone else's
home without being in the market to buy and (2) for the exercise of common courtesy
when you are a serious viewer.
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'Pickens' Supply
Lighting, Plumbing &
Electrical Supply
901Arcadia

753-6822
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WEDNESDAY
6 pmto 9 pm

Sears

THURSDAY
9amto 9 pm

FRIDAY
9 amto 9 pm

at Bel Air Shopping Center in Murray

SATURDAY
9 amto 6 pm

Feb. 28th to March 3rd

GRAND OPENING
•Appliance Display Center •150,000 Item Order Service •Phone Order Service
•Convenient Credit Department •Automotive Center •Plenty Free Parking
GREAT SAVINGS ON HUNDREDS OF ITEMS
FROM SEARS CURRENT "B" AND "X" SALE CATALOGS

the
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VA's
the.
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eds.
. for
Z231

TIRE PRICES
REDUCED
15% to 40%

SAVE '40 to $120
ON ELECTRIC
RANGES

SAVE '20 to '40
ON VACUUM
CLEANERS

SAVE *50 to $80
ON TABLE-TOP
COLOR TVs

in Sears "B" Sale Catalog

LAWN
TRACTORS CUT
$130 to$200

in Sears "B" and "X" Sale Catalogs

in Sears "B" and "X" Sale Catalogs

in Sears "B" and "X" Sale Catalogs

in Sears "B" and "X" Sale Catalogs

SAVE '20 to $40
on KENMORE
WASHERS

SAVE $50 to '70
ON MICROWAVE
OVENS

SAVE $10 to $70
ON HOME
FREEZERS

SAVE $40 to *60
ON COMPACT
STEREO SYSTEMS

in Sears "B" and "X" Sale Catalogs

CHAIN SAWS
REDUCED
$20 to $84

in Sears "B" and "X" Sale Catalogs

in Sears "X" Sale Catalog

in Sears "B" and "X" Sale Catalogs

in Sears "B" and "X" Sale Catalogs

SAVE $50 to *80
ON CONSOLE
COLOR TVs

GARDEN
TRACTORS CUT
*300 to *500

CENTRAL AIR
COND. CUT
$130 to '190

in Sears "B" and "X" Sale Catalogs

in Sears "B" and "X" Sale Catalogs

in Sears "B" Sale Catalog
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SAVE $30 4o--$100
ON FROSTLESS
REFRIGERATORS
in Sears "B" and "X" Sale Catalogs

FREE GIFT!

19-In.PORTABLE COLOR

TELEVISION

Register Wednesday 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. and Thursday 9 a.m.to 5 p.m.
Just come in for our grand opening during the hours indicated above and
register for the prize drawing. You need not be present at the drawing
Saturday 3 p.m. to win.

ewer.

a

news.
t, N.J.

in Sears "B" and "X" Sale Catalogs

WIN A BIG PRIZE DURING GRAND OPENING

marle ex-

find
Lion in
"Prac-

- SAVE $20 to $40
ON SEWING
MACHINES

Sears will have a free
gift for the
FIRST 100
adults attending our
grand opening
on Wednesday evening
at 6 pm
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TIRES,BATTERIES
INSTALLED
WHILE YOU WAIT
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SEARS HOME
IMPROVEMENT SERVICE

A broad selection of Sears famous
home appliances displayed on our
sales floor, ready for your selection.

Sears home improvement installations
cover practically any service desired.
Sears stands behind every improvement
product and the installation itself.

PROMPT HOME DELIVERY

DRIVE-IN TIRE AND BATTERY
AUTO SERVICE CENTER
Large stock of tires and batteries on hand.
PRECISION WHEEL BALANCING
GRAND OPENING SPECIAL
Electronic Balance $2.00 per wheel

Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Your Money Back

COMPLETE HOME APPLIANCE
SALES AND SERVICE CENTER

When you choose a Sears appliance, our
delivery service and installers are on the
spot ready to serve you promptly.

FREE ESTIMATES
Call Sears for free estimates. An
appointment will be made for our
representative to call at your convenience.

EXPERT LOCAL SERVICE
When needed, you can count on Sears local
repair service to be promptly available.

SEARS CREDIT PLANS
Sears has a credit plan to suit most every need.

Sears SEARS CATALOG SALES STORE
SEA RS,ROEBUCK A N

Bel Air Shopping Center in Murray — Phone 753-2310

CO.

C-286A2

•
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Bookworm Grows..,
And Grows...
And Grows...
Students at East Elementary School recently read more
than 4,000 books during a Right To Read project at the school.
The purpose of this project, started by the state Department
of Education, was to encourage students to read.
Each time a student read a book, they received a piece of
paper on which to write the name of the book. These pieces of
paper were then combined to make a long bookworm.
A coke party was held for the classroom which had read the
most books and made the best posters. At the end of the weeklong project, Helen Hodges, a dramatist,'spoke to the
students about the lifelong advantages of reading.
Teachers Pat Dick and Shirley Wall, along with Principal
Bob Allen, worked together on the project.

POSTER POWER — Scotty Nofin, left, and Michael Gray, right, are shown
making reading posters.

Photos By Pat Dick

Artir
CUT AND PASTE — Stacey Sills, left, Drew Armstrong, middle,and Lone Ellis,
with head turned, are working on a classroom magazine project

Maj. John Bryant III
Completes Study At
Armed Forces School
CLASSROOM PARTICIPATION — Students in Mrs. Mary Janice Cooper's first
grade class work on a reading project during the week-long event

"WATCH THE BOOKWORM GROW" — This bookworm which was displayed at East Elementary, was
formed from small pieces of paper bearing the names of the more than 4,000 books read by students at
the school. Shown looking at the bookworm are, Lyyette Duncan, foreground, and background, left to
right, Teresa Rushing Carla Bates and Virginia Hounshell.

CONCENTRATiON — Brian Rogers, Darren Loftus, and Jeff Rogers, left to
iight,exercise their powers of concentration during classroom reading.
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Vietnam Claims Hanoi Corridor
Hold, Heavy Casualties Inflicted
By DENNIS D. GRAY
Associated Press Writer
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP)
— Vietnam claimed its troops
were holding fast on the northwest corridor to Hanoi and
inflicted heavy casualties on
the invaders at the other end
of the frontier.
Radio Hanoi said the
Vietnamese withstood a
Chinese armored and infantry
attack from three directions
Monday in the Cam Duong
area, on the Red River south
of the provincial capital of Lao
Cai and about 150 miles northwest of Hanoi.

The broadcast said the
Vietnamese counter-attacked
and killed 1,400 Chinese
around Cam Duong,, but that
fighting continued in the area.
Cam Duong and Lao Cai,
reported captured by the
Chinese last week, are in the
Red River Valley, the
strategic water, rail and highway corridor leading to Hanoi.
In coastal Quang Ninh
province at the other end of
the 450-mile-long border,
inforces
Vietnamese
tercepted and killed a large
number of Chinese troops over
the weekend west of Mong Cai

KULL BAILEY
MISS BLJXL EY, IS THAT
ALL YOU HAVE TO DO?
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I ALSO HAVE TO BRUSH
MY HAIR, BUT I'M SAYING
THAT FOR AFTER MY
COFFEE BREAK

I
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NOT FOR THEM FOR YOU/

HERE ARE TI-IE
MONTHLY COMMENTS
FROM THE
SUGGESTION BOX
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TIlE IlliTall
GREAT NEWS?
WILL WAI HAVE
THE BABY HERE
OR .4-T HomE e

WE HAVE EXCELLENT
HOSPITAL. I CAN
ARRANGE ONE
FOR
U•

THAT' KINI7 OF 'IOU. OUT I
DON'T MEAN HERE, EXACTLY.
IT'LL BE,,, IN THE SKULL
CAVE.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Opera by
Verdi
5 Catch
9 — a plea
12 Killed
13 Carry
10 Greek letter
15 Gratify
17 Near
18 Lubricate
19 Dolphinlike
cetacean
21 Spindle
23 Shams
27 Article
28 Girl's name
29 Three-toed
sloths
31 Uncle —
34 Pronoun
35 Let fall
38 College deg
39 Chem
classroom
41 Posed
42 Seine, e.g
44 Sun god
46 Lately
48 Felony
51 European
52 Scuttle
53 Rupees
labbr.)
55 Sell
59 Devoured
60,TransaCtion
62 Neap or ebb
63 Things, In
law
6.4 Redact
65 God of love
DOWN
1 Snake

2.Sick
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NORFOLK, Va. — Maj.
John T. Bryant III,son of Mrs.
Pauline G. Bryant, 1612
Magnolia Drive, Murray,
recently completed the 21week course of study at the
Armed Forces Staff College,
Norfolk, Va.
The Staff College, operated
under the direct supervision of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
prepares mid-career officers
for assignment to joint and
combined commands, attache
and advisory duty to foreign
nations
and
defense
management positions.
Students study joint atitT-combined
planning,
organization and operations,
defense management, data
processing, communicative
arts and the social, economic
and political aspects of
national strategy.
Bryant's wife, Mary, was
with him in Virginia during
the training.

3 Scottish
river

I Expected
Answer to Monday's Puzzle
5 Beer mug
6 Negative
7 Indonesian MI0000 00000D
0000
tribesman 00 MUM
8 Obtains
MOO MOW 0011
9 Sings softly
MOGRO 0111
10 State
MEM OGBOODO
11 Survey
0UOU UUW0
16 Scoffs
20 Conformed UODOOGIU OULJUU
22 State: Abbr 00 BOOM BUM
10100 MUMU WOU
23 Bucket
UK= RU
24 Girl's name 00111U
25 Letter
UUMUU UUMML
26 Drink slowly
LJUUM MUM
30 Calm
43 State: Abbr 54 Mournful
32 Adam's son 45 Morning
56 Melody
33 Girl's name
57 Artificial
'abbr
36 Paddle
language
47 Proofread37 Kitchen
58 Man's nicker's mark
adjunct
name
48 Scorch
40 — and
61 Chinese
49 Repetition
measure
50 Gaelic
grooms
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village and near the Bac Loan
bridge,the broadcast said.
No figures were given, but
Hanoi has claimed its troops
have killed more than 16,000
Chinese since Peking invaded
Feb. 17. Intelligence sources
consider the kill count inflated.
China has not given casualty
figures. But in one of its few
reports on the war the official
Hsinhua news agency said
today that a Chinese unit was
cited for -meritorious service,
second class for the timely
completion of a pontoon
bridge across the Binh Giang

River under heavy enemy
fire" Feb. 20 near the county
seat of Phuc Hoa, in Cao Bang
province about 110 miles
northeast of Hanoi.
Hsinhua also said the first
thing its troops do when entering evacuated Vietnamese
villages is sweep streets,
clean houses and feed
livestock. The report, carried
Monday by the Hong Kong
Communist newspaper Wen
Wei Po, seemed aimed at
countering
Vietnamese
charges of Chinese atrocities
in the invasion.

In Beverly Hills

Judges Considering
Possible Settlement
NEWPORT, Ky. (AP) —
State and federal judges are
considering a possible settlement to families of victims
of the Beverly Hills Supper
Club fire prior to the
scheduled March 19 start of
the first civil trial resulting
from the blaze.
U.S. District Judge Carl
Rubin and Campbell Circuit
Judge John Diskin are expected to rule soon on the
proposed $3 million out-ofcourt settlement between the
club's owners and families of
the 165 persons killed and 50
injured in the May 28, 1977
fire.
If the settlement by the
Schilling family and 4-R Corp.
is approved, the trial of the
Union Light, Heat & Power
Co. probably will begin in
federal court on March 19.
Diskin ordered a delay
Monday in the scheduled April
17 t start of the trial of four
former Kentucky fire officials
In his court. He said that trial
would conflict with the federal
trial.

Diskin alao took under
advisement arguments for the
four, who are seeking to be

released as defendants in a
separate civil trial.
The motions to quash the
suits were argued on behalf of
Stanley Boyd and Warren
Southworth, both former
deputy state fire marshals,
John B. Calvert Jr., a former
fire marshal, and John E.
Bramlage, former field
representative of the state fire
marshal's office.
All were charged with
alleged negligence in inspection.
James Park
Jr. of
Lexington, the attorney for
Calvert, argued the defendants had no "duty" to the
public in connection with the
inspections.
He cited a Kentucky
Supreme Court ruling which
held a fire department not
liable for damages resulting
from a fire.
Attorneys Louis Gilligan
and William Bertelsman,
representing the fire victims,
argued that the ruling was
designed to protect governmental units from unlimited
liability. They said individual
fire 'officials Were not
protected by the ruling,
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All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
Classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the
day
before
publication.
FREE STORE. 759-4400.

Chock
Your
Ad

2. NOTICE
SMOCKING
ENGLISH
every
Monday
lessons
morning
900
-11:30.
Carolyn's Fabrics, Mineral
Wells Ave., Paris, TN.

one ...
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For The
ledger & Times
Departments
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II."

News, Society and
753-1918.
Sports
Retail Display advertising 753-1919.
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CAN EARN

SALON +1. 1171!
(STARTIN SPARE TIME)

Heinz and
CHEF-BOY-AR-DEE Foods
National Corp. seeking independent
wholesale
distributor to Join us in
cashing in on the booming
automatic-merchandising in.
duster Nothing left in chance.
YOU need no experience.
YOU do not sell. YOU make
money! YOU MUST be
mature and,
Investment as Ise as 1E/78.
Write or CALL COLLECT'
MR. CARTER, Gourmet
Products, 9899 Richmond
Ave., Suite 129, Houston,
Texas,77042(713)781-Mt
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IF YOU
NEED THEM
Airport
489-2414
Ambulance
753-9332
Comp. Care
753-6622
Fire(City)
753-1441
Fire(County)
753-6952
Foster Parents
753-5362
Hospital
753-5131
Hum. Rts. Corn. 753-0849
Humane Soc
...759-4141
Learn To Read ....753-2288
Needline
753-NEED
Parents' Anon.
753-1792
Poison Control .. 753-7588
Police
753-1621
Rescue Squad
753-6952
Senior Citizens .. 753-0929
Sheriff
753-3151
State Pol... 1-800-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
the list and keep
handy
near the telephone.
FREE STORE. What is it?
Free Store is a facility set up
and operated by Bible Facts
What does it do? It gives
anyone who are unable to
buy the necessaties of life,
food, clothing, furniture,
medical supplies. How in the
world can you do that free?
By faith and the help of every
one who loves the Lord and
desires to do his will. The
merchants so far contacted,
have been overwhelmingly
receptive to this form of
charity to the people who
have a real need. We are a
non-profit Bible teaching
organization and are able to
give reciepts for con
donations
and
tributions
when needed for tax pur
poses. Everyone in Calloway
County who may have items
of clothing, dishes, furniture,
or anything else they might
wish to contribute to this
effort, and anyone who has a
need of these items are urged
to call 759 4400, Bible Facts,
located on Cherry Corners,
Pottertown Road.

LONG AGNER leather coat
size 14 was mistaken for
same type coat in a size 126?
the
Memorial
Baptist
church. 753 8025.
LOST - BLACK and white
bob-tailed female kitten, 8
months old, wearing white
flea collar, answers to the
name Lucy. 759-4834. Child's
Pet!

LOST: Approximately
7 month old mixed
breed female dog,
mostly white (salt and
pepper body) with
dark ears and face.
Lost in the vicinity of
the New Providence
area. 4nswers to the
name of Pepper. If
seen please call 7537618.

Professional Serv es
With The Fnendb Touch

19/11Uno144 Feature Syncik-aft. 4,c

BirthdaY

Mama
Cooper

MURRAY
REMODELING
7534161

Swimming
Pools

WE NOW HAVE THE Love
Studio negatives. If you had
pictures made at Love's
during the past 25 years, we
can supply you with reprints.
Carter Photographic Studio,
753-8298. We copy and restore
old photographs.

couple
Responsible
would like to bey on
land contract or rent
with option to buy, or
will consider scrooge
with house, preferably
close to town. Reply to
P.O. Box 864, Murray,
KT 42071.
Spring Fever? Then
choose from over 3000
paint Wars at the
Decor Store.
Canter.

It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping
Is A Specialty At

Starks hardware
12th & Poplar
753-1727
FREE PARKING'
4. IN MEMORY
MEMORY of Virgle
IN
Paschall, who passed away
March 1.1978.
A million times I have
needed you, a million times I
have cried, if love alone
could have saved you, you
never would have gone In
life we love you dearly, in
death we love you, still in our
heart you hold a place no one
else could ever kill, it broke
my heart to lose you, but you
didn't go alone, a part of me
went with you the day God
home. Sadly
you
took
missed, Carlie Bee.

Steve
Sammons
Licensed Electrician

Household
Electrical
Problems?
\one to ',mail. I'htint' jt-940 t

Si157/ino•
Vacancies
at
Murray,
Wickliffe,
Kuttawa,
Mayfield,
Lone Oak, Reidland
and Lake City. Will
terminate approximately October 31, 1979.
Applicants must be
high school graduates
and should apply at
the Bureau of Highways' District Office
at Reidland.
An
equal
opunity
employer

TRADE-IN
SPECIALS
SPINET
PIANO
'795
CONSOLE
PIANO
'895
GRAND
PIANO
1,500
FUN
MACHINE
'895
BALDWIN ORGAN
w/Reelion

1.295

BALDWIN ORGAN
NEED RETIRED man for
part time job. Call 753-8085.
NOW TAKING applications
for waitresses, day shift,
apply in person only. Hungry
Bear, 1409 Main St.
PART TIME, full time
positions opening soon in
your area. Earn $6 to $LI per
hour, must be 18, car and
phone required. For interview apply at Gutherie
Building, Suite 4A, 517
Broadway,
Paducah,
Moewlay through Wednesday.
SERVICE SECRETARY,
typing required, pays $2.90
per hour, insurance program
after 90 days. Contact Olvie
Mathis, Service Manager,
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, 7532631 days, 437-4139 nights.
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY
DESIRE TO sell stock in
established sales and service
business. Interested party
can make weekly income,
plus
dividends,
prefer
working partner. Reply to
P.O. Box 32 B.
U.INSURANCE

MOBILE NONE
INSURANCE
See

Wayne Wilson at
302 N. 12% St.
or Call 753-3263
14. WANT TO BUY
EITHER JOHN Deere or
International tractor in the 5
plow class and equipment.
Contact Terrell Tidwell at
435-4479.
WANT TO buy a 1969 or
below Firebird or Camaro,
will pay any reasonable
price. Call and ask for Jill,
753-9181 or 753-4530.
WANT
TO
buy...Coins,
paying $4.50 for each dollar
of silver coins dated 1964 and
back. Call (901) 6.42-6742.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
FOR SALE: tobacco sticks,
used lumber, odds and ends.
Call 753-4566 ask for Robert
Wiggins.
HIGHCHAIR,
DROPSIDE
crib with mattress, playpen
and car seat Call 753.9537
IL HOME FURNISHINGS

Used Furniture
Used Appliances
Used 7.11.'s

Heft* Son, leo.
se. 9111

.1177

WHILE YOU'RE LOOKING FOR *THE
FIRSTJROBIN,YOU WANT TO LOOK
AT
THESE FUEL BILLS?"

88th

Paducah, Ky.

45. FARMS FOR SALE
FOR SALE: 03 acre farm
close to Johrwithon Creek in
the northeast section of the
county. This farm nes good
development potential:
Asking price 1500 per acre.
For more information call
753 3347

9,0 MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

Happy

442-9147

43. REAL ESTATE

gyp 104,

LOST! Brown and
white britony bird dog
that answers to the
name
of
Dolly.
Reward offered for
return. 759-4084.

16. HOME FURNISHINGS
ANTIQUE OAK dresser, old
7 drawer knee-hole desk. Call
after 5, 753-8666.
FRIG1DARE ELECTRIC
drop in range, coppertone
colored $50 753-2668
FOR SALE: 2 rooms of
SMALL BLACK cat found in furniture, like new, Apartvacinity of old city park. ment C6 Murray Manor
Owner may call and identify. Northside '753-5694.
753-3230 or 753-8368
FOR
SALE:
Frigidare
refrigerator,
coppertone,
frost free, ice maker, and
8. HELP WANTED
in
freezer
bottom.
ATTENTION: MERRI-Mac Westinghouse refrigerator,
needs
supervisors
d looks and runs good, 150.
demonstrators to sell
r Phone 753-0762.
guaranteed line of toy and REFRIGERATOR AND
gifts on home party plan. electric
stove. Good con
Compare our program! dition, best offer. Call 753You'll see why Merri.Mac is
5750.
the leader in the industry.
from your
Experienced dealers may TWO PIECE matching couch
qualify for Free Kit and and chair, excellent conGreat GI-MI Grandson
more!! Call collect now for dition. Also 13 inch color t.v.
details: Ann Baxter, (319) Call 753-8170.
Jamie Burkeen
556-8881 or write Merri-Mac, 18. SEWING MACHINES
801 Jackson, Dubuque, IA FOR SALE: Used Singer
52001.
sewing machine, zig-zag, and
"GOD IS LOVE." There is no
power on earth greater than EXPERIENCED SEWING all regular attachments, full
machine
operators.
Apply in cash price, $39.95, sews
love. Let us show you how
perfect, fully guaranteed.
Calloway
you too may have this love. person,
Company, Call Martha Hopper, 354
Our phone is answered 24 Manufacturing
6521.
hours a day by servants of 111 Poplar St., Murray.
God; Not A Tape. Call 759. LADIES TO type labels in
19. FARM EQUIP.
e600, Bible Facts. Hear our their homes. Send resumes to 990 CASE DAVID Brown
broadcast over WCBL-FM P.O. Box 221, Murray, KY
tractor, three 16 inch plows,
102.3, Saturdays 12 to 1 and 42071.
10 foot disc, also 8 rose- AC"
WSJP-AM, Sundays at 12:30. MOTHER'S HELPER,
8.00 planter. 753-3107 days, 753
till 5:00 Monday thru Friday 5124 nights.
this summer. Furnish own 7,000 JOHN DEERE, 4 row
transportation. Locust Grove planter and 400 gallon 12 row
area. References please. 753- boom spray, trailer type.
0861 after 5:00 PM and before Call 753-1358 after 5 pm.
9:00 PM. '
Nom Improvements
135 MASSEY FERGUSON
MAINTANCE MAN, full or tractor and equipment. 753Restorations
part time, days. Apply at 3608 after 5 pm.
Regal 8 Inn.
SMALL FARMALL Cub
tractor and all equipment for
sale. Good condition. Call
Immediate Openings
753.8767 on Saturdays.
SEASONAL
TEN FOOT John Deere
ENGINEERING
small grain drill. $250. 1 3546653.
NELPERS
Western Ky. Pools
22. MUSICAL

Educational Learning Center
in
Located
Murray is NOT
for Sale!

Adv•rtis•rs
ar•
requested to check the

43. REAL ESTATE
S. LOST & FOUND

wit% Fee Machias

1,495
ORGAN
8350
oelthythei
CHORD
ORGAN
'295

26. TV-RADIO
19 INCH COLOR t.v., $150.
Phone 767-386.4.
TAKE UP payment of only
$15 a month on this 19 inch
color t.v. under warranty. J
& B Music, 753-7575.
27. MOB.HOME SALES
1974 ACADEMY MOBILE
home, 12' X 60', excellent
condition. Phone 753-6170
FOR SALE: 8' X 40' mobile
home,5700.753 1873.
1971 LANCER, 12' X 60', 3
/
2 bath, central
bedroom, 11
heat and ale partially furnished, all appliances including dishwasher, 10' X 14'
storage shed, underpinned,
located at Riveria Trailer
Courts. Call 1.345 2799 after 5
Pm.
MOBILE HOME, anchors,
underpinning, roofs sealed,
patio awnings and aluminum
carports. Call Jack Glover,
753-1873 after 6 pm.
1969, 12' X 60' TWO
BEDROOM, furnished, all
electric. Call 753-6949 after
5:30 pm.
12' X 50', TWO BEDROOM,
furnished,
reasonably
priced. Call during week
after 4:30, 753.0067 ask for
Stan.
26. MOB.HOME RENTS
FOR SALE: 8' X 36', two
bedroom
trailer. Carpet,
furnished, except for back
bedroom, $17 per month.
Private Air-fnovirig
753-5946.
NICE
FURNISHED
2
bedroom trailer. $150 per
month. Call 759.4730
SPACES AND homes for
families only. apply at Fox
Meadows office South 16th
Street, 10 am to 6 pm.
TWO BEDROOM trailer for
rent. Shady Oaks Trailer
Court. 489-2533
TRAILER
SPACES
available, Hazel K trailer
park, Hazel, Kentucky; city
water, sewer, and garbarge
pickup; office phone 492-8258.
12' X 65', TWO BEDROOM,
water furnished. Call 7530957.
29. HEATING &COOLING
EARLY MORNING gas
stove with blower. Call 436
2289.
30. BUS. RENTALS
SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753-3018
after 5 pm.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
TWO
BEDROOM
unfurnished apartment.
Available at once. Call 753
4331.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
VACANT LUXURY home, no
pets, $250 per month plus
deposit 753 8333 after 5 pm.
36. RENT OR LEASE

- PRACTICE PIANOS Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

SOLDIVIII 9 Fe USED

CONCERT GRAND
- Ii Mint Ceaditiee -

LONARDO
PIANO CO.
fr-fed 1316-

37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
FOR SALE
Registered 6
year old, dapple grey,
SANTA GOT caught in the Tennessee Walking mare,
spier ited and stylish. 435-4525.
blizzard and left all his
Wurlitzer organs with us.
Must sell at our cost, no down
TWO QUARTER
monthly
payment, small
ANISES
payments. Clayton's J. & B.
Music. 753 7575
FOR SALE
WURLITZER PIANO, 7
MARE All COLT
months old, excellent condition, just like new, must
$400, call 615)827-2692
sell. Call 753-9702 or 753.2893
after 6.
HAY, 4,000 BALES, Grass
13. EXTERMINATING
Legume, $I Louisville area
(812) 94A 8780 or 944-9401
LARGE ROUND bales of
good hay loaded on your
truck. Call 247-2889.
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
AKC COCKERS,8 weeks old
Call 753-8165 after 6 pm.
COCKER PUPS,6 weeks old,
AKC registered, black and
buff colored. $75 each. 753
0662.
FULL BLOODED black and
German Shepherd
Silver
24. MISCELLANEOUS
pups,$25 each. 435-4481.
FrIREWOOD FOR sale. Call
41. PUBLIC SALES
753.8)70
RESTAURANT
EQUIP
FOUR
NEW
Advent
speakers, 1 dual turntable, MENT for sale in one lot. 10
March
8,
1979
at
Burger
510 with Fl grado-cartage, 1 am,
JVC cassette recorder, 1 Queen site, N 12th Street,
Murray.
Kentucky
Soney roll to roll 11TC377,
one 40 watt Stingy AM-FM Equipment sold as is, where
receiver with built on dual is
1215 turntable. Call 753-3346.
ONE, 12' X 40' OFFICE
building, portable, delivered
anywhere. Call 1.442-1354,
Paducah,
REPOSSESED STEREO,
small monthly payments.
753.7575,
SIX WHEEL ATV land or
sea. 489.2570
SEEBURG JUKEBOX with
140 selections, records in
cluded. $350. Call 753-2636
26. TV-RADIO
FOR SALE: new antenna,
also lee feet of coax cable for
scanner radio. 436 215.1
Acres

••
Kelley's Termite
.corrol
& Pelt

I

DO YOU HEAR IT??
Opportunity
It's
Knocking! Excellent 3
bedrm. brick with attached garage. Big
bedrms. & closets,
knotty pine kitchen &
dinette. New carpeting
& drapes. Lot 125' x
225' near Murray on
783 just off 94 W Immediate Occupancy.
Outstanding Buy at
Only $37,500. BoydMajors Real Estate,
105 N.12th •

46. HOMES FOR SALE

LAO UP
Tear Ufa
With this new listing
located where city and
county meet. Beautiful
Colonial Salt Box four
bedroom home that offers a feeling of
spaciousness
and
freedom to its lucky
owner. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY 7531222 for all the details.
Priced in upper $70's.
•

UP, UP, and away...atop the
hill, you will find a wide view
from your white brick split
level, 3 or I bedroom home.
.411111•11 All away from the city but
FREEDOM! ROLLING hills yet just minutes from town.
and clear skies are in and lake. Dial 753.1492 or 753abundance
on
this 1499. Offered by Loretta Jobs
acreage...beautiful wooded Realtors.
building sites, winding creek,
eciOd bottom land. Choose!
from 13, 42, SS, 85, 100 or 185
acres wouldn't you rather
wake up to the scent of pines
and sound of rippling water
than
horns
and
city
'Fri-level custom built
congestion. Call 753-1492 or
on 10 secluded acres.
436-4446. Offered by Loretta
3-4 bedrooms, 3 baths,
„lobs Realtors.

FOR SALE by owner. 1635
Catalina, 3 bedroom brick
home with carport, 2 baths,
new carpet throughout, has
economical central gas
heating, large fenced in
backyard, double car drive.
Shown only by appointment.
Call 753-3347 or 753-0342.
47. MOTORCYCLE&
1975 HONDA GL 1000 Call
753-801.9
49. USED CARS
1970 CHEVY BEL-AIR, 6
cylinder, $300. Call 13546653.
1973 CHEVELLE SS, bucket
seats, 350 436.5644
1968 CHEVY CAPRICE 327,
with all extras, excellent
condition, one owner. $925.
753.4091.

Special of
The Week

woodburning
stove,
old time fly fan. 24x24
garage. Great for
company retreat.
The Nelson %root
Co., Realtors
759-1707
Now end Nice
This 3 bedroom,
bath house will appeal
to folks of all ages.
Maintenance
free
house with thermopane windows and
central
electric
heating and cooling
systems.
Tastefully
decorated in neutral
colors. Call today to
see this choice new
listing. Priced in the
low 40's. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY 7531222 for all your Real
Estate Needs.
NICE SMALL home near the
University on North 18th
Street. Ideal for starter home
or empty nest couple. Two
bedrooms, abestes siding. A
little clean up and fix-up for
real enjoyment. $26,750. By
appointment only. Fenced
backyard. John C. Neubauer,
1111 Sycamore Street, phone
753-0101. Oatman Farley, 7539775

Professions[Services
With The Fnendl,
. Touch"

THE
COUNTRY
CALLS.. . And what a
nice place to be when
one wants to be alone!
Set on 12 tendable
acres, this quality
home offers 3 bedrm.,
great rm. w/fireplace,
formal dining, central
heat & air. Large outside storage building.
Only $49,900. BoydMajors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.
NICELY WOODED five acre
on
located
homesites
blacktop road near lake. Any
priced
of these attractively
properties can be bought
with a low down payment
and the balance financed
over an extended period.
John C. Neubauer, Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St., 753-0101,
753-7531.

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
Southside Court Square
Murray, Kentucky

753-4451

Proles us Services
With The Friendly Touch"

VACANT
AND
READY FOR YOU!
This 3 bedroom, neat
home with extra lot.
Economical gas heat,
carpeted, large upstairs bedroom. A
good investment on
Sycamore Street. See
This Today. Mid 20's.
Real
Boyd-Majors
Estate, 105 N. 12th St.
WOW! IT looks like a house
but
has
double
in
come..,three bedrooms, den,
living room plus large bath
on one side and the other has
Iwo bedrooms, living room
and bath. Great location!
Call 753-1492 or 437-4446
today ..offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors

Maley Auction I
Realty Sales
cm nannsain
Auctioneer RealtorAppraiser
Ph.(901479-2906 479-3713
South Fulton Tenn

Seaseffile Specialt fzeartiv•
keen in Gateslieverph. fere
features laded* iateruses,
barplar sierse, as grill, tense
firepiace, and mowy morel If
rev'd Bs* elfdieael in
Ionisation oast has lovely 3
1
2 bet% law. just cell us.
2/
It's ream,so we sae leek at
It (optima'. Offered et
S69,914.

Job. Smith, Realtor

REALT110-c-

South 12th at SY carmor•
TELEPHONE 753-1851

Own your own gold
mine with the purchase of this grocery,
restaurant, bait shop,
and gas PLUS new
three bedroom living
Located
quarters.
within a mile of the
lake and price of
$60,000.00 includes all
equipment and stock
to operate!

MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITY

Montgomery Ward has an opening for
a Store Manager and a TBA
Management Trainee. This is a career
opportunity with company benefits.
Must be willing to relocate after
training. Apply to Mr. Raymond at the
Montgomery Ward Store, Mayfield
Shopping Center, Mayfield, Kentucky.

Good Norse
Sense
Custom-built
home
with loads of extras
located on quiet street
convenient to shopping
areas. All appliances
stay with home, and
8'110' wired storage
building with concrete
floor insures abundant
storage. Yard light,
panelled doors and
automatic garage door
opener are extra
features. No wasted
space and no shortcuts
in workmanship and
design in this convenient, step-saving
home. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY 753der_all.
Iaformation.

1973 CHARGER, 78,500
miles, body, engine good
$700. Call 767-6102 after 5 pm
FOR SALE 1971 Monte Carlo.
Good condition, new paint,
shocks, battery, recently
tuned. Slideen FM-cassette
player. $1300. Call 753-7839
after 4 pm.
FOR SALE: 1977 Mustang, 3
door, 2 plus 2 HT, 4 cylinder,
4 speed, power steering and
brakes, AM-FM 8 track
stereo, aluminum wheels,
exterior accent. 36,000 miles,
$2800. Phone 753.7774 after
4:30.
FOR SALE: 1969 VW Beetle,
good condition, $800. Call
after 5,436-2222.
1972 FORD GRAN Torino, 2
door,
hardtop,
good
mechanical condition, has
power
steering, power
brakes, and air, $600. 753-6966
from 8 am to 5 pm.
FOR SALE: 1970 Buick GS,
350, factory mags, and new
radial tires, good body and
good mechanically. 753-2763
days,753-6554 nights.
FOR SALE: 1977 Gran Prix
with AM-FM factory tape,
power windows, tilt steering,
cruise control, power seats
and windows, air, power
brakes and steering. Call 7538986

St USED TRUCKS
1966 CHEVROLET PICKUP,
4000 condition, 5500. Call 7539688 after eeem.
1978
FORD
RANGER
Estploree, 13,003 miles, /53
9457
1974 FORD EXPLORER,
steering, brakes, automatic
Sharp, local, low mileage.
Trade-In on Scout. Trucks.
Trailers-Buses, Inc., U.S. 641
South, Murray.
1977 FORD EXPLORER
pickup, atItoma tic, power
steering, short wide bee,
excellent condition, $35,
Ca11489-2595
1976
Fl
50,
POW EP
STEERING and brakes. 4
wheel drive, white spoke
wheels and wide tires, AM
FM tape, brush gaurd, fog
lights and cab lights, 30,000
miles, short wheel base. 474
2384.
1975 INTERNATIONAL 150
pickup, long bed VS engine,
automatic, air, steering,
brakes. New tires. Call 7531372, Trucks-Trailers-Buses.
Inc., U.S 641 South, Murray.
51. CAMPERS
NEW
FREE!
ANE
automatic awning on all
Starcraft travel trailers and
5th Wheels. Sold through
March 31st. White's Camper
Sales located 4 miles east of
Murray on Highway 94. 7530605.
PACE ARROW motor home
28', 3000 miles, perfect
condition. Call 753-7853.
53. SERVICES OFFERED
BYARS BROTHERS & SonGeneral home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1.
395-4967 or 1-362-4895.
CONCRETE
&
BLOCK
WORK. Block garages,
basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates. 753-5476.

TRIPP WILLIAMS
REAL ESTATE
AND APPRAISALS
436-2415
Merry,

CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489.2774.
CAN'T GET those small jobs
around the house or mobile
home done? Carpentry,
painting,
plumbing,
aluminum siding, patios,
small concrete jobs. Call .136.
2562 after 5 pm.
CARPENTER AVAILABLE
to CP3 remodettng.- Catt fee
estimates, 753-6122 or after 4
pm 492 8465.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs
FOR YOUR driveway white
rock needs, call or see Roger
Hudson. We also do grading
and backhoe work, also
stockpile lime. For free
estimates call 753,4545 or 7536763.
GRAIN BINS, bulk teed
tanks, metal buildings,
1970 Olds Delta 811 Castes, 4
custom
building:
wood
deer, bardtep, paver seers
frame or metal frame
and inks, fit "leek AM/FM
Complete log buildings on a
turn key quote. A & I Fore
stereo, wee SWIM, W exSupply, Inc. 1-1901)-642.8544.
cellent criaatlion. CA 753GUTTERING
BY
Sears,
9917.,753-2414.
Sears continous gutters
installed
per
your
FOR SALE or trade: 1977 specifications. Call Sears
Mazda GLC, 4 speed, air 753-2310 for free estimates.
conditioned, great shape, one
INSULATE AGAINST the
owner. (901) 642-6742.
high cost of fuel bills! Blown
1972 LTD BROUGHAM, two attic urea fromalehyde. Free
door hard top, VS automatic estimates, no obligation.
with air. Brown on brown, Kentucky Tennessee
extra good condition, $900, Insulation, Rt.7, Box 258,
call 354-6217
Murray, KY,42071, (502) 435LIKE
NEW, 1975
LT 4527.
Camera. Low mileage. Call INSULATION BLOWN in by
498.8279 after 4:30.
Sears, save on these high
1973 MAVERICK
GRAB- heating and cooling bills.
BER. 6500 miles, good Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
condition, best offer. Call 489- estimates.
2743 after 4:30.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
1974
OLDS
CUTLASS prompt, efficient service,
call
Supreme
Ernest White, 753-0605.
stationwagon,
automatic, air, cruise, AM. LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
FMradio, radial tires. 43(.and gas installation, will dci
5610.
plumbing, heating and air
1974 REGAL LUXUS Buick, conditioning. Call 753.7203
has factory mags with new
MITCHELL BLACKTOP
set of American Eagle radial
PING, driveways and small
tires, excellent car, $1850.
jobs a speciality, also pitt.
Call 753-7765 or see at 1627
ching and seal coating. 753Loch Lomond Drive.
1537.
1977 VW RABBIT, 4 speed,
NEED TREES cut? Lando4t
sport design, front wheel
Tree Service Call George drive, 33,000 miles, in ex
Landolt, 753 8)70
cellent condition, $3150. Cell
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
753-2316 after 5pm.
now all oak S25 rick. Call
John Boyer at 753.8536.
$80. USED TRUCKS
PLUMBING AND heatit*,
and household appliance/C.
1974 CHEVY PICKUP, step repaired, 24 hour service,:
side, short wheel base, call 382 2442 days or nights oC.
wheels, roll bar, fog lights, 382 2791days
AM FM stereo, sharp. $2250.
ROOFING,
FLAT
ope
753-0824.
shingles, water proofing anCe
CHEVROLET mobile homes
1974
IS yearee
FLEETSIDE pickup, 350 CC experience. Call 4354173.
engine, es ton Browning CB.
TUTORING
OFFEREDC:
Twin Hustler antenna, white
well qualified, 753 3253
tarp with body snaps covers
WILL DO plumbing, heatin*
bed. Call 753.3875.
and
air
conditioningee
1974 DATSUN PICKftJP,
remodeling and repairLe
speed, sharp. New Scout
around the home. 753-2211
trade-in.
Call
753 1372,
Trucks Trailers. Buses, Inc., WILL PREPARE your 1978
income tax returns in my
U.S 641 South, Murray
1977 DODGE 4X.4, PICKUP, home. 753 6828.
power
steering, power WILL BABYSIT Monday
brakes, air
conditioning, through Friday, from 6 am to
short bed, low mileage, extra 5 pm. Call after S. 753 8659,
ask for Teresa
nice, call 753.1578, after 4

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
2.09wain11t str.,1
NEW OFFICE NOUNS.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
P51(1 HAIR CUT $1.50

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00 1

Plea HMV Le1.25
cell 753-3685 sae day la adeells Floes
.
. iseterya pob
beentscese,ics
ier
vaselreitel

FREE

20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984
Floored and ready. Up to 11 x 24. Also barn style, offices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U.
BUILD. pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 14
x 60. Buy the best for less

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

t.

NOM.

—
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...NEWS IN BRIEF...

Deaths And Funerals
T. H. Anderson, Sr. Leslie M. Allen Is
Dies At Hospital; Dead At Age Of 85;
Services Thursday Rites Wednesday
Truman H. Anderson, Sr., of
New Concord died Monday at
8:45 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. He
was62 years of age.
Mr. Anderson was a
member and elder of the
Pleasant Valley Church of
Christ, and was a Navy
veteran of World War H
serving in the South Pacific.
Born Nov. 24, 1916, in Massac
County, Ill., he was the son of
the late Hubert Anderson and
Lillian Mae Croft Anderson.
The Calloway man is survived by his wife, Mrs. Ruby
Hurt Anderson; six daughters-Mrs. Dixie Teague, Moline,
Ill., Mrs. Graves (Janet)
Ferguson, New Concord, Mrs.
Chester (Ruby) Garner and
Mrs. Robert (Sharon) Hicks,
Murray Route 5, Mrs. Leroy
Linda) Petersen, Albany,
and Mrs. Charles (Donna)
Gross, Rockport, Ill.; two
sons, Murray Gene Anderson,
Tenley Park, 111., and Truman
H. Anderson, Jr., Rockport,
Mr. Anderson is also survived by three sisters-Mrs.
Mildred Smith, Metropolis,
Ill., Mrs. Marseillaise Black,
Milan, Ill., and Mrs. Marjorie
Melcher, Symsonia; two
brothers, Juel Anderson, Rock
Island, fli., and Norman
Anderson, Moline, Ill.; 28
grandchildren; two great
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Connie
Wyatt and James West officiating. Entombment will be
in the mausoleum at the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 10 a.m.
Wednesday.

'Top' Darnall Dies
Sunday-VW-Funeral
To Be On Wednesday
Olcie (Top) Darnall of
Hardin Route,1 died Sunday at
2:15 p.m. at the Marshall
County Hospital, Benton. He
was 77 years of age.
Mr. Darnall was a member
of the Union Hill Church of
Christ.
The deceased is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Dana Darnall;
two daughters, Mrs. Loman
Cope, Benton, and Mrs. Hugh
Henson, Hardin; one son,
Willard Carver Darnall, Los
Calif.;
three
Angeles,
brothers, Joe Henry Darnall,
Benton, Alvie Darnall and
John E. Darnall, Hardin;
eight grandchildren; 18 great
grandchildren; seven great
great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Collier Funeral
Home, Benton, with Floyd
Wiley and 0. D. McKendree
officiating.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the Haymes
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Leslie M. Allen, grandfather
of Mrs. Donna Reynolds of
Hardin, died Monday at 5:40
a.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah_ He was 85 years of
age and a resident of
Paducah.
Mr. Allen was a retired
farmer and Kentucky Highway Department employee,
and a member of the Grace
Baptist Church, Paducah. His
wife, Mrs. Macie Allen, and
one son, Jewell Allen,
preceded him in death.
Survivors include his
daughter-in-law, Mrs.
Hack
Allen,
Frances
Paducah; four grandchildren-Mrs. Donna Reynolds,
Hardin, Mrs. Connie Flood
and Mrs. Linda Burnett,
Paducah, and Mrs. Vanna
Tynes, Symsonia; -three
sisters, Mrs. Myrtle Faughn,
Cadiz, Mrs. Ella Thomas,
Henderson, and Mrs. Ruby
Freeman, Calvert City; nine
great grandchildren; one
great great grandchild.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 1 p.m. at the
chapel of the Lindsey Funeral
Home, Paducah, with the Rev.
James E. Pepper officiating.
Pallbearers will be Gerald
Burnett, James Reynolds,
James Tynes, Delbert Flood,
Leslie Reynolds, and Russell
Flood. Burial will follow in the
Siloan Cemetery,Cadiz.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Kirby S. Hosford's
Rites Held Today
Funeral services for Kirby
S. Hosford, 1621 West Olive,
Murray, are being held today
at 2 p.m. at the chapel of the J.
H. Churchill Funeral Home
with Ed Davis officiating.
Pallbearers serving are
Billy Joe, Hal, Kenneth, Keith,
Gary, and Tim Hosford.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Hosford, 68, died
Monday at 6:15 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a member of
the Church of Christ and was
employed at Murray State
University.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Elizabeth Ryan Hosford;
sons, Billy Joe,
four
Booneville, Ind., and Hal,
Kenneth, and Keith, Murray;
four sisters, Ms. Gertrude
Hosford and Mrs. Pauline
13azzell, Lone Oak, and Mrs.
Hazel Stone and Mrs. Audrey
Cherry, Boaz; 10 grandchildren.

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
February 27, 1971
Kentucky Purchase Area Bog Market
Report Includes7 Buying Illedons
Receipts: Act. lee E. WI Barrows &
Gilts II to $1.00 lower meetly .75 lower
Sows meetly steady jamboree .5041.00
It
t er
-2210-230lbs... 1163.11111111 25few 53.50
13E.75-63.00
US 231041111ts
01.7542.75
US 24 340-3501be
US 24 200-500th..00.72-51.75
Sows
=
00
US 1-2 2704601M.
.00
US 1-3 310-4501b..
US 14 400411111bs
1160.11041.00
1"L"
few 51..51
US 1-3 50460 lbs
144 00-46.00
US 2-3 MUM lb.
Boars $36.0040.00

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
White House is sending
Congress standby plans for
gasoline rationing and other
energy-saving measures. The
measures likely will include
allocation of crude oil among
'refineries and restrictions on
weekend retail sales of
gasoline and diesel fuel.
Administration officials said
the plans would go to Congress
today.
Any gasoline rationing plans
probably will be based on the
assignment of coupons to
owners of registered vehicles,
according to sources who
asked for anonymity. The
coupons could be freely
bought and sold. Other details,
including the amount of
gasoline
likely to be
authorized for various classes
of users, remained to be
settled.
NATIONAL
NEW YORK (AP) — Due to
the flurry of individual oil
price hikes by several of its
members, the Organization of

Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Adams
The funeral for Mrs. Charlie
W. ( Martha Bishop) Adams,
G3 South Side Manor, Murray,
is being held today at 2 p.m. at
the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
the Rev. Glenn Elliott officiating and Mrs. Otto Erwin
as organist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Alton Swift, James Hooper,
Burton, Elmer
Jimmy
Broach, Billy Wheatley, and
Brent Adams. Burial will
follow in the South Pleasant
Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Adams, 71, died
Sunday at 4:50 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a member
of the Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church.
Survivors include her
husband, Charlie W. Adams,
to whom she was married on
March 31, 1928; one sister,
Mrs. Bill (Colie) Simmons,
Hazel; four nieces.

‘Dink' Farless Is
Dead At Age Of 69;
Funeral Thursday

Red Cross...

Word has been received of
the death of A. D. (Dink
Farless of Detroit, Mich., who
died at a hospital there this
morning at 12:30. He was 69
Paul Meier
years of age.
Mr. Farless was a retired
employee of the Lafayette
Tool and Die Company,
Detroit. Born June 1, 1909, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late A. V. ( Al)
Farless and Flora Beaman
Farless.
A
one-man
dramatic Wilson Chevrolet-Cadillac in
The former Calloway man is monologue which presents the Paducah will provide Meier's
survived by his wife, Mrs. gospel of St. Mark will be transportation.
Meier, who has given more
Farless;
two given in several local perFrances
daughters, Mrs. Joe (Anita) formances by English actor than 70 performances in
schools and churches in
Redmond, Birmingham, -Paul Meier.
Mich., and Mrs.. Dick - -In the show, "A.D. 65," Kentucky and Illinois since
(Marilyn) Endlien, Detroit, Meier portrays the gospel November 1978, is a 12-year
Mich.; three sons, Jimmy, Al, writer John Mark. Meier, who theatre veteran and has
and Tom Farless, all of also compiled the play from worked as an actor, writer,
Detroit, Mich.; two sisters, the words of the gospels, director and instructor both in
Mrs. Paul (Louise) McGee, appears in authentically the United States and
Murray Route 6, and Mrs. designed first-century England. He has worked
James H. (Fteva)Shelton, 312 Palestinian attire, down to the professionally in films, on
North Fifth Street, Murray; specially designed handmade television, radio and stage in
more than 200 productions
one brother,Corbit C. Farless, sandals he wears.
1311 Vine Street, Murray; 11
Performances
scheduled alongside such greats as
Burton, Flora
grandchildren.
thus far in Murray and Richard
The funeral will be held Calloway County include two Robson, Paul Scofield and
Thursday at the chapel of the Wednesday performances, at Michael Redgrave. The actor
Wilkie Funeral Home, 11583 10 a.m. and 1 p.m., at North and his family moved to
Outer Drive, Detroit, Mich., Elementary School. He will Paducah last fall, bringing
with burial to follow in a also give the show at the same them back to his wife's
cemetery there.
time Thursday at East hometown.
is latest film, "Houston,
Elementary and Friday at
Southwest Elementary. We've Got A Problem," which
Students at Calloway County is the story of the ill-fated
High School will view the Apollo 13 moon mission, is
Prices of stock of local interest at
for
network
performance at 8:30 a.m. and scheduled
noon, EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan, 2 p.m. Monday.
television this year. In the
Corp., of Murray,are asfollows:
The First Christian Church film, he plays NASA Capcom
Joe Kerwin. He will also
Industrial Average
400 will host Meier's performance
appear in another TV movie,
at 10:30 a.m. Sunday.
Air Products
25%
6 +%
American Motors
The shows are being "The Marie Curie Story."
Ashland Oil
V JO
This is the first time Meier
6144 -% sponsored locally by Peoples
American Telephone
Bonanza
4B 4/
3
4A
Bank, Bank of Murray, J. H. has appeared in a Biblical
Chrysler
9% um
Churchill Funeral Home; play and his first one-man
Ford Motor
40 -Ali
GAY
11% -% Hutson
Chemical, Murray show. "It's one of the most
General Care
-%
of Hopkinsville fulfilling shows I've ever
General =emirs
36 -% Branch
done," says Meier, "and the
0.1% -% Federal Savings and Loan,
General
General The
24% -%
contact
with the audience is
Federal
Security
Savings
and
17% -%
Goodr.
1214 MC
Hardee§
Loan, Home Federal Savings wonderful. I've been doing
Heitilein
WO -Va
mostly television and radio
IBM
301% -2% and Loan, Murray Electric
drama in the past few years
Pennwalt
30% -1% System and the Murray
Quaker Oats
23% -%
Division of the Tappan and to return to live theatre,
16114 -41
TaPP110
especially to something with
Texaco
24% -vs
Company.
Wal-Mart
23% unC
the
message of 'A.D. 65,' is
Programs
will
be
furnished
Wendys
1.4B 194A
by Creative Printers, and highly rewarding."

Gospel Of St. Mark To
Be Presented By Actor

Stock Market

Maressa A. Sistrunk
Is Promoted To
Airman First Class
GREAT FALLS, Mont. —
Sistrunk,
A.
Maressa
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James E. Buchanan of Route
1, Hazel, has been promoted to
airman first class in the U.S.
Air Force.
Airman Sistrunk, a vehicle
operator-dispatcher, is
assigned at Malmstrom Air
Force Base, Mont., with a unit
of the Strategic Air Command.
The airman,a 1976 graduate
of Calloway County High
School, attended Murray State
Universit .

(Continued From Page One)
Kiesow, who is being
assisted by Holmes Ellis and
Stuart Poston in the advance
gifts campaign,has been plant
manager at Fisher-Price
since September 1977. A
member of the Red Cross
board of directors, he and his
wife, Patricia, have two
children, Nancy and Paul III.
Kiesow is a graduate
engineer
from
Alfred
University in New York. He
also serves on the Boy Scout
Council.
Apperson, the advance gifts
chairman, is publisher of The
Murray Ledger & Times. He
has served on the Red Cross
board of directors since 1975.
He has also served on the
Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce board
since 1975 and is currently
serving as vice chairman.
Apperson has also served with
many other local civic and
charitable organizations.
Apperson and his wife,
Rainey, have three children,
Kate, Linda and Emily, and
are members of the First
Christian Church. A native of
Mayfield, he is a graduate of
Western Kentucky University.
Steely, the county chairman, has been with the Bank
of Murray for 16 years. He is a
past-president of both the
Murray Optimist Club and the
Murray Jaycees.
Steely and his wife, Freda,
have two children, Kelly and
Conni.
Dr. Gordon, the campus
chairman, began at Murray
State in 1959 as an instructor,
served as a professor in the
chemistry department and
dean of the College of
Environmental Sciences prior
to being named a vice
president at MSU.
He is a graduate of Ballard
Memorial High School, MSU
and received his doctorate
from Vanderbilt University.
Gordon is a member of
several
professional
organizations and is an avid
outdoorsman.
He and his wife, Annette,
live on Doran Road.
Ms. Hahn, this year's
publicity chairman, has
served in that same capacity
other
numerous
for
organizations in the past. She
has served with the Red Cross
board, the Music Department
of the Murray Woman's Club,
the Humane Society, the
Civic
Music
Murray
Association and the MurrayCalloway County Community
Theatre.
She is a graduate of
Lawrence University,
Appleton, Wis., SorbonneUniversity of Paris, and the
Sales Analysis Institute of
Illinois. Her radio experience
includes service with WGN
and WIND in Chicago.

Exporting
Petroleum
Countries may be on the verge
of an additional increase in
general oil prices before its
scheduled April 1 hike,
analysts say.
The latest OPEC nation to
raise its crude oil price
following Iran's oil cutoff is
Kuwait, which told customers
Monday it was tacking 9
percent onto its current price
of $13.35 a barrel, raising it to
about $14.55 a barrel.
INTERNATIONAL
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP)
— Vietnam claimed its troops
were holding fast on the northwest corridor to Hanoi and
inflicted heavy casualties on
the invaders at the other end
of the frontier.
Radio Hanoi said the
Vietnamese withstood a
Chinese armored and infantry
attack from three directions
Monday in the Cam Duong
area, on the Red River south

MMS Band's Fund
Drive To Begin
The Murray Middle School
Bands will be conducting their
annual fund raising, drive
starting today, Feb. 27,
through Thursday, March 1.
The drive is an attempt to
raise funds for "much-needed
equipment" for the band's
programs,a spokesman said.
The students will be taking
orders for useful household
cleaning products such as
concentrated clganer,
mildew-stain
degreaser,
remover and a handy spray
bottle just in time for spring
cleaning, the spokesman
added. The orders will be
delivered in about three
weeks.
"The bands and directors
would like to thank the
community for its continued
support of the band program
and hope that this will continue in this fund raising effort.," the spokesman said.

Episcopalians
Ptin Event
The Adult members of St.
John's Episcopal Church have
been extended an invitation
for a wine and cheese event to
be held tonight (Tuesday) at
7:30 p.m. in the home of
Lochie Overby-Christopher,
802 Olive Street, Murray.
Episcopalians
of
the
community and on the campus
at Murray State University
are urged to- bring their
friends to this final social
event before the 40 day Lenten
Season begins Wednesday,
Feb. 28, a church spokesman
said.
Ash Wednesday, Feb. 28,
will be marked by a
celebration of Holy Communion at eight o'clock
Wednesday morning at St.
John's Episcopal Church,
according to the Rev. Stephen
R. Davenport III, Vicar and
Episcopal Chaplain at Murray
State University.

Bill Pinkston Will
Speak Wednesday
At UCM Luncheon

DANCE TO THE MUSIC — There will be plenty of dancing and musk mixed with skits and songs when the
Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre presents its dinner-theatre show,"You (Still) Ain't Seen Nothin' Yet",
during its Second Anniversary Celebration on Thursday. Friday and Saturday, March 1, 2 and 3. Shown rehearsing for
the opening number are, left to right, Dana Silcox, Ren Leys,Pat Vincent, Barbara Blivin, Leesha Hazel, lim Reese,and
Linda Begley. Tickets are $9.50 and include valet parking, cigarette girls, dinner induding tax and tip, the show, and
dancing. The doors of the Murray Jaycee Center will open at 600 p.m. Tickets are by reservation only and may be
obtained by calling 759-1752 night or day."Reservations are going fast," said Oneida Boyd, co-chairman of the box
office,"We are urging everyone to get their seats early in order to insure that they will get the night they want"
Photo By Gene Bailey, At% Graphic Arts
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7th and Main
753-7921

SCEC To Conduct
Building Workshop
On 'Bubble Room'
State
Murray
The
University chapter of the
Student Council for Exceptional Children will conduct a
workshop on the development
and use of a plastic "bubble
room" at 7 p.m. Wednesday,
Feb. 28, in Room 342 of the
MSU Special Education Bldg.
on North 16th Street.
The workshop is free to
anyone interested in how to
build a 10-by-10 by-8-foot clear
plastic bubble room or how to
use one in an educational
setting.
From 6 to 7,SCEC members
will be setting up the bubble in
preparation for the show and
cutting out the pieces needed
to make a new bubble room.
From 7 to 8, the construction
and educational use of the
bubble room will be presented
and then members of the
audience will be invited to sit
inside the bubble room for a
slide show. From 8 to approximately 9:30, anyone
interested in actual construction experience may join
a work group and assist in
building a new bubble room.
The workshop is offered to
note the advent of the first
annual Kentucky Exceptional
Children's Week scheduled for
the week of March 4-10.
For additional details
concerning the bubble room
workshop or the Exceptional
Children's Week activities,
call Dr. Ralph M. Hausman,
SCEC sponsor, or Bruce
Seymour, SCEC president, in
the department of special
education at MSU.
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Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — USDA —
Estimated receipts cattle and calves 1500;
daughter steers and heifers fully steady;
cows and bulls steady; calves untested;
vealer offerings steady; feeders
steady.
Slaughter steers choice 000-1295 lb 415.46.
68 10, mixed good and choice 121164271 lb
63.00-63.80; slaughter heifers choice 110670 lb 66.80-86.90, slaughter cows utility
4800-54,00; high dressing and high boning
percent utility 5400-5900; cutter 46.1052.00: canner and cutter under 800 lb 42.00.
4110. slaughter bulls yield grade 1-2 11691685 lb 59.25-69.00; slaughter calves and
vealers choice 150-335 lb yaks* NJ&
106.00, a few up tot 115.00; teethe Assn
choice 390-414 lb 91.00.117.90; OHM lb
95.00-10.01 hicIntling 71 Mad 412 lb 111.111;
504410 lb e7.1147.10; raised pied and
choice 300.500 lb 0.00-99.00; WWI 0
74,5641.00: good 350.500 lb 73.0044.111; OW
MO lb 6300-7300. heifers choice 300419 lb
01.03-98.00. 400-500 lb 80.00-91.00; Wail
good and choice 31641/0 lb 7810411.06; OIL
700 lb 6500-11.0: VW Mite 96 0130'
7600;
Hogs 70; barrows and gilts .50-.71
loner; 1-2210-241 lb 54.3044.55, No. 2 221210 lb 54,00-54.30; 2-3 210-100 lb 53.50414.61:
No. 3 116-265 lb 52.81143.50; sows 136.1.45
higher; 1-2 500450 lb 51.1042.90; 450400 lb
50.5461.90; No, 1 356.450 lb 411.00411.50;
boars over 300 lb 410042 00; tasder 300 lb
35.00-37.10;
Sheep none.

Many Hearing
Problems Can
Be Helped

South
Hopkinsville
Branch
Branch
Federal Savings & Loan Assn.
••••••••••4.0

JERUSALEM (AP) 7 The
Israeli Cabinet met today to
decide
whether
Prime
Minister Menachem Begin
will accept President Carter's
invitation to negotiate with the
Egyptians in Washington even
though President Anwar
Sadat has refused to attend.
There were conflicting
reports whether Begin was
willing to meet with Egyptian
Prime Minister Mustafa
Khalil for the talks tentatively
set to begin Friday.

Bill Pinkston, Associate
Professor of Economics at
Murray State University, will
speak at the United Campus
Ministry Wednesday LunADVERTISEMENT
cheon Program on the topic,
"If I Were Running for
Governor, My Position on
Public Higher Education
Would Be..."
Pinkston received his B.A.
from the University of
Omaha,and a B.S.C. and M.A.
from the University of Iowa.
The UCM luncheon will be
held Wednesday, Feb. 28, at
12:30 p.m. in the Ordway Hall
Ganference Room. Cost for the
Chicago, Ill. — A free offer
meal is $1.25. Students, of special interest to those who
faculty, and the interested have trouble hearing has been
public are encouraged to announced by Beltone. A tiny
attend. For more information, modern hearing aid often can
contact the UCM office at 753- help. A non-operating model of
the smallest Beltone aid of its
3531.
kind will be given absolutely
free to anyone requesting it.
Send for this non-operating
model, put it on and wear it in
the privacy of your own home.
It is not a real hearing aid, but
will show you how tiny hearing
help can be, and it's yours to
keep free. You will also
receive an illustrated folder
showing how the actual aid is
worn with a custom earrnold.
The actual aid weighs leas
than a third of an ounce, and
it's all at ear level,in one unit.
Thew models are free, so
we suggest you write for yours
now. Again, we repeat, there
is no cost, and certainly no
obligation. Thousands have
already been mailed, so write
715 So. 12th St.
today to Dept. 6644, Bettotte
- 753-1214
Electronics, 4201 W. Victoria
St., Chicago, flI. 60646.

See Us For Your Home Loan
Home Mortgage Money Is Available
Murray
Downtown

of the provincial capital of Lao
Cal and about 150 miles nodie
west of Hanoi. It said 1,40
Chinese were killed.
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